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Executive 
summary

This report concludes that the linked US-China trade, technology and 
geopolitical	conflicts	have	precipitated	a	new	Cold	War.		In	an	epoch-defining	
clash for global leadership, the world’s two major powers are wrestling for 
strategic advantage in an increasingly bitter contest to determine which of 
them will be the pre-eminent state of the 21st	century.	No	matter	how	cleverly	
spun, a trade deal is not going to get the relationship back on track because 
both countries have moved from a framework of cooperation to one of open 
rivalry	and	strategic	competition.

Beijing thinks Washington is bent on containing China to prolong the 
declining power of the US while denying a resurgent Middle Kingdom its 
rightful	place	in	the	sun.	US	elite	and	popular	views	of	China	have	soured	for	
different	reasons.	The	previous	goodwill	—	which	took	decades	to	build	—	is	
rapidly dissipating especially within the once overwhelmingly pro-China US 
business	community.	Americans	increasingly	believe	China	is	threatening	US	
security interests, undermining its prosperity, interfering in its democracy and 
challenging	its	values.	Anti-China	sentiment	unites	an	otherwise	divided	and	
partisan Washington and will endure long after Donald Trump has departed 
the	White	House.	

Preventing,	or	mitigating,	worst	case	outcomes	will	require	the	US	and	China	
to	accommodate	each	other’s	strategic	interests.	This	won’t	be	easy	because	
of	diminished	trust,	their	different	world	views,	the	systemic	nature	of	their	
confrontation	and	domestic	politics.	Although	a	simmering	rivalry	is	more	
likely	than	a	hot	war,	this	is	hardly	cause	for	relief	or	complacency.	A	second	
Cold	War	could	be	worse	than	the	first,	given	the	interdependence	of	the	
US and Chinese economies, their centrality to global prosperity and the 
proliferation	of	dangerous	military	and	digital	technologies.

This	report	draws	out	the	risks	—	and	likely	consequences	—	for	a	system	
already	in	a	state	of	flux	as	the	transition	to	a	post-American	world	
accelerates and the coronavirus wreaks havoc on the world economy and 
international	trade.	A	hard	decoupling	of	global	supply	chains	in	the	wake	
of the coronavirus crisis would not only delay and complicate economic 
recovery.	It	could	also	lay	the	seeds	for	a	second	global	recession,	or	even	
depression.	A	worsening	of	the	US-China	trade	and	tech	wars	would	
fracture already-stressed supply chains, reduce international cooperation, 
reinforce	protectionist	tendencies	and	open	up	new	arenas	of	conflict	and	
contestation.

However, a managed decoupling is already underway and is necessary 
to preserve the integrity of an open, robust trading system and a liberal 
international	order.	This	is	not	an	attempt	to	isolate	China	or	deny	it	a	position	
of	influence	in	the	world.	But	China’s	leadership	ambitions	won’t	be	realised	
if they undermine democracies and the principles, rules and institutions that 
are	intrinsic	to	fair	and	open	trade.	Democracies	need	to	consider	common	
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approaches to managed decoupling that still permit global engagement and 
open trade with one another and China, while facilitating reform of trade and 
technology	governance.

Structure of this report

The	report	comprises	four	chapters	and	recommendations.	Chapter	1	
examines the origins of the most serious trade dispute since the 1930s from 
both an American and Chinese perspective, focusing on the phase one trade 
deal, the increasing ‘weaponisation’ of trade and the implications for the 
multilateral	trading	system.	

Chapter 2 sheds light on the linked tech war, explains why industry policy 
has become a new Sino-US battleground and assesses the probability of a 
Balkanised	internet	and	decoupled	global	supply	chains.

Chapter 3 appraises China’s strategic challenge and the US response, drawing 
out	the	parallels	between	this	era	and	that	of	the	first	Cold	War.	It	concludes	
that the real problem in the bilateral relationship is the diametrically-opposed 
political systems and values of the two powers, compounded by their sense 
of	exceptionalism.	

Chapter	4	outlines	a	strategy	for	reducing	Sino-US	tensions.	No	strategy	can	
hope	to	resolve	the	myriad	problems	afflicting	US-China	relations,	no	matter	
how	astutely	crafted,	or	rigorously	implemented.	The	aim	here	is	to	illuminate	
pathways to compromise and renewed habits of cooperation by making an 
explicit	effort	to	understand	the	causes	of	their	differences	and	to	suggest	
ways	of	mediating	them.

A report of this length cannot do justice to all elements of the US-China 
conflict.	More	comprehensive	accounts	will	no	doubt	include	China’s	
ambitious Belt and Road Initiative and ‘debt-trap diplomacy’, as well as other 
important sources of economic and geopolitical friction between the two 
nations	—	such	as	currency	flows,	investment	rules	and	China’s	influence	
operations.	Moreover,	this	is	an	unfinished	story.	Like	all	epochal	events,	it	
will	be	subject	to	conflicting	interpretations	and	judgements	by	analysts	and	
historians as American and Chinese leaders attempt to shape events over 
time.	

The celebrated German statesman, Otto von Bismarck, believed that we can’t 
create or divert “the stream of time”, merely “travel on it and steer with more 
or	less	experience	and	skill,	in	order	to	avoid	shipwreck.”1 But shipwrecks can 
be avoided if far-sighted and determined leaders are committed to problem 
solving	rather	than	provocation.	This	report	is	a	modest	attempt	to	provide	
a blueprint for action to help guide the world through the dangerous shoals 
ahead.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Recommendations 

These seven 
recommendations 
comprise a strategy  
for ameliorating US-
China	conflict	and	 
the	new	Cold	War.	 
They are elaborated  
in	Chapter	4.

Recommendation 1: Protect 
democratic values and interests 

Having a clear-eyed view of China is 
an	essential	first	step	to	protecting	
the foundational values, norms 
and institutions of the liberal 
international	order.	China	was	
never going to be a responsible 
stakeholder in a Western designed 
international	system.	A	frank	
acknowledgement that the US 
and China are now adversaries 
is a necessary precondition for a 
realistic strategic accommodation 
that constrains their rivalry and 
avoids	worst	case	outcomes.	China	
is playing a full-court power game 
on a scale not previously seen which 
the	US	needs	to	match.	Otherwise	
Beijing will have little incentive to 
negotiate	or	change	tack.

The weakness of Trump’s pushback 
is his unwillingness to enlist the 
support	of	like-minded	countries.	
Democracies need to act collectively 
and construct coalitions of the 
willing when China acts in ways that 
are detrimental to the rules-based 
order.	Both	sides	should	tone	down	
the	inflammatory	public	rhetoric	that	
permeates	official	exchanges,	inciting	
hostile media commentary and 
fuelling further rounds of the blame 
game.

Recommendation 2: Maintain a 
military edge 
 

If China prefers a system based 
on power, rather than rules, the 
US must maintain a military edge 
to deter adventurism and raise 
the costs of geopolitical coercion 
and	threshold	warfare.	American	
hubris, overstretch, complacency, 
division and triumphalism have all 
played	a	role	in	US	military	decline.	
America	needs	a	different	kind	of	
military – one that is more lethal, 
flexible,	technologically	advanced,	
distributed,	networked	and	resilient.	
The US should also revitalise its 
much-diminished defence industrial 
base.

To counter China’s growing military 
power and maintain the rules-
based order the US must rejuvenate 
its fraying global alliance system 
and seek new strategic partners 
in	Asia.	Long	standing	allies	need	
reassurance a more transactional 
US approach will not impose 
onerous	financial	costs	on	them	that	
undermine domestic political and 
public support for the alliance or 
draw them into high-risk, low-return 
disputes with China that do not 
threaten	their	core	interests.	Building	
more	diverse	and	flexible	strategic	
partnerships would help constrain 
China’s	hegemonic	ambitions.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 3: Manage 
decoupling to minimise disruption

The US is moving aggressively to 
decouple from China-controlled 
supply chains for trade, security and 
existential	reasons.	Some	degree	of	
economic separation is necessary to 
preserve the integrity of a robust, 
open trading system and democratic 
values,	freedoms	and	institutions.	
Decoupling is not an attempt to 
isolate China or deny it a position of 
influence	in	the	world,	but	rather	to	
establish a sustainable relationship 
between competitor states with 
different	political	systems.	

Democracies need to embrace 
common approaches to managed 
decoupling that still permit global 
engagement and open trade with 
one another and China, while 
building a new consensus for reform 
of	trade	and	technology	governance.	
Every	effort	must	be	made	to	keep	
decoupling within manageable limits 
to contain the damage to US-China 
relations, value chains and the world 
economy.	A	hard	decoupling	would	
not only delay and complicate global 
economic	recovery.	It	could	also	
sow the seeds for a second global 
recession,	or	even	depression.

Recommendation 4: Reform  
the WTO

The	WTO	is	no	longer	fit-for-purpose.	
The organisation is moribund and 
unable	to	fulfil	its	primary	role,	so	
reform is essential if it is to retain 
its	relevance.	The	impending	
appointment of a new WTO director-
general presents an immediate 
opportunity	for	positive	change.

New	trade	rules	are	becoming	
increasingly urgent for services, 
investment, digital trade, industrial 
subsidies and intellectual property 
protection.	There	is	no	realistic	
possibility of new rule-setting within 
the WTO by unanimous multilateral 
agreement.	Rather	than	discarding	
the WTO, a “third way” must be 
found to leverage plurilateral trade 
agreements such as the CPTPP to 
include more countries willing to sign 
up	to	their	commitments.	

Many of these agreements use the 
WTO rule-set as their foundation, 
underlining the importance of 
maintaining members’ commitment 
to these rules and the WTO’s 
supervision	of	their	implementation.	
The WTO could provide advisory 
support to achieve expanded 
membership of plurilateral 
agreements according to a more 
workable majority agreement 
mechanism, and without the concept 
of	“developing	country”	status.	The	
WTO’s appellate function should be 
outsourced	to	qualified	professional	
organisations agreed by the 
disputing	parties.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 5: Strengthen 
international cooperation,  
middle-power diplomacy  
and ‘back-channels’

Making the US and China great 
again can’t be at the world’s 
expense.	International	cooperation	
is	essential	to	achieving	equitable	
and enduring solutions to complex 
global	problems.	The	aftermath	
of the coronavirus pandemic will 
present new opportunities for 
meaningful	and	effective	middle-
power	diplomacy.	Asia’s	middle-
powers need to use their collective 
influence	and	diplomatic	clout	to	
warn the US and China that they 
need to reverse their escalating 
rivalry,	tone	down	their	inflammatory	
language, re-engage and use the 
existing multilateral architecture to 
find	constructive	solutions	to	their	
disputes starting with the East Asia 
Summit, Asia’s premier  
multilateral	institution.	

Washington and Beijing should 
draw upon their resident diplomatic 
expertise and the wider international 
community	to	develop	a	fit-for-
purpose suite of geopolitical, 
trade	and	technology	confidence	
building measures (CBMs) to make 
their intentions and behaviour 
more	calculable	and	predictable.	
But	conflict	prevention	and	crisis	
management cannot be left entirely 
to	governments.	‘Back-channel’	
diplomacy	has	made	a	significant	
contribution to strategic problem 
solving and should be enlisted as a 
source of policy ideas, advice and 
technical	expertise.

Recommendation 6: Develop new 
cyber and tech rules, protocols  
and agreements

Democracies should work towards 
cyber and technology standards 
that preserve an open, free, safe and 
secure	internet.	Digital	infrastructure	
is an essential enabler of freedoms 
and	innovation.	Its	openness	and	
accessibility must be proactively 
maintained	whilst	also	adequately	
regulated.	There	is	a	pressing	need	
to develop a comprehensive set of 
global rules, standards and norms in 
cyber-space and associated areas of 
technology	and	industry.	Mobilising	
the full suite of multilateral tools 
at the disposal of the international 
community will be necessary 
to prevent the loss of global 
connectivity stemming from the 
emergence of a ‘digital iron curtain’ 
separating the world into two 
competing	technology	blocs.

Governance, cyber-theft 
of commercial IP, dual-use 
technologies, grey-zone practices, 
the risk of a Balkanised internet 
and the prevention of tech wars all 
merit consideration for inclusion 
in a global cyber and technology 
policy	agenda.	Any	new	approach	
to creating rules-based frameworks 
and protocols around cyber and 
tech issues will have to involve 
non-state actors, especially leading 
multinationals.	Europe’s	General	Data	
Protection Regulation is the world’s 
best practice domestically and 
should be emulated and extended 
internationally.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 7: Integrate 
economic and security policy

Governments and large international 
institutions are often too siloed 
in their thinking and approach to 
develop	effective	responses	to	
contemporary	security	problems.	
The risk that US-China rivalry could 
trigger a second Cold War has been 
dismissed, or poorly appreciated, 
because the analytical lenses applied 
were developed for the analogue 
world of the 20th	century.	They	need	
to be recalibrated for the digital 
world of the 21st century in which 
trade, technology and geopolitics 
are treated as intertwined elements 
of	a	fluid,	coupled	global	ecosystem.

Economists, technologists and 
strategists must learn to work more 
closely with each other and bring 
their skills, disciplinary knowledge 
and perspectives together in a 
collaborative approach to problem 
solving.	Governments	should	be	
encouraged to create economic 
security divisions or groups in 
their key ministries and to put 
economics and trade at the heart 
of	national	security	policy.	New	
epistemic networks of think tanks 
should be established to deepen 
and cross-fertilise ideas for reducing 
trade, technology and geopolitical 
frictions.	Business	groups	and	
security communities must build 
awareness of each other’s concerns, 
interests and thinking in order to 
build a powerful business-security 
partnership to create a wider 
constituency	for	change.
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Chapter 1: The trade war

There	is	already	a	rich	expert	literature	on	the	US-China	trade	war.2 Much 
of it, however, fails to shed light on the underlying causes or the salient 
connections	between	the	two	nations’	trade	and	strategic	ambitions.	Trade	
analysts	forensically	examine	the	impact	of	tariffs	on	international	trade	
flows	and	speculate	about	the	prospects	for	a	comprehensive	trade	deal,	
but	they	rarely	consider	the	geopolitical	drivers	of	the	conflict	or	their	wider	
consequences.	Conversely,	geopolitical	experts	tend	to	neglect	the	trade	war	
seeing it as a second-order issue or derivative of the more important strategic 
rivalry.	These	siloed	views	work	against	the	holistic	analysis	that	is	required	
to understand the most serious trade dispute since the 1930s, one that has 
already	morphed	into	a	technology	war.

Origins of the trade war

The origins of the trade war can be traced to China’s entry into the World 
Trade Organisation in December 2001, when hopes were high in Washington 
that WTO membership would accelerate the communist nation’s transition 
to developed nation status but within a US designed and enforced rules- 
based	system.3 China saw WTO membership as an essential step towards its 
long-term goal of raising living standards and giving the country a seat in the 
decision-making	halls	of	the	first	world.4 

Neither	went	to	script.	Believing	that	the	US	intended	to	contain	its	rise,	
China decided to become a rules setter and work towards supplanting the US 
as the world’s premier economy by exploiting Washington’s preoccupation 
with	overseas	wars	and	the	2008-09	global	financial	crisis.	Disillusioned	
US policy elites soon began to accuse Beijing of manipulating WTO rules, 
encouraging large bilateral trade imbalances, hollowing out US manufacturing 
with an attendant loss of jobs and pressuring American companies to trade 
off	intellectual	property	in	exchange	for	access	to	the	vast	China	market.	
Towards the end of President Barack Obama’s second term, trade disputes 
had	multiplied	in	frequency	and	scope,	with	the	Obama	administration	
openly identifying China as a threat to the US in high-end technologies such 
as	semiconductors	and	artificial	intelligence.	Where	trade	and	economic	
interdependence	was	once	seen	as	mutually	beneficial,	by	the	time	Donald	
Trump was inaugurated as the 45th President of the United States sentiment 
in Washington had shifted decisively towards the view that China was getting 
ahead	at	America’s	expense.5

Hopes were high in 
Washington that WTO 
membership would 
accelerate China’s transition 
to developed nation status  
but within a US designed 
and enforced rules-  
based	system.

By the time Donald Trump 
was inaugurated as the 
45th President of the 
United States sentiment 
in Washington had shifted 
decisively towards the view 
that China was getting 
ahead	at	America’s	expense.
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Figure 1.0 – US trade deficit with China6

CHAPTER 1: THE TRADE WAR

Leveling the playing field

Trump	immediately	ramped	up	pressure	on	China	“to	level	the	playing	field”	
for	US	firms,	a	constant	campaign	theme	in	the	run	up	to	the	2016	presidential	
election.	The	opening	shot	in	the	US-China	trade	war	was	the	US	president’s	
March	2018	decision	to	levy	tariffs	of	25	percent	on	steel	imports	and	10	
percent	on	aluminum	imports	from	a	range	of	countries,	including	China.	But	
the	bilateral	trade	conflict	did	not	really	get	under	way	until	6	July	when	the	
US applied punitive duties of 25 percent on US$34 billion of Chinese imports 
following	the	collapse	of	negotiations.	Beijing	responded	by	imposing	tariffs	
of	equal	size	and	scope	on	US	imports.7

Washington’s concerns about China’s unfair trade practices were set out in 
a	special	report	by	the	US	Trade	Representative	Office	in	the	same	year.	The	
USTR complained that China had failed to implement promises to strengthen 
intellectual property protection, open its market to foreign investment, 
allow the market a decisive role in allocating resources, and refrain from 
government	interference	in	private	sector	technology	transfer	decisions.8 
Trump’s initial aim was to secure concessions from China on better market 
access for American companies and a reduction of the US$375 billion annual 
merchandise	trade	deficit	with	China.	The	US	president	argued	that	China’s	
trade practices had damaged American manufacturing and unfairly restricted 
US	farm	exports.	“We	are	now	making	it	clear	to	China,”	Trump	declared,	“that	
after years of targeting our industries and stealing our intellectual property, 
the	theft	of	American	jobs	and	wealth	has	come	to	an	end.” 9 

Trump immediately ramped 
up pressure on China “to 
level	the	playing	field”	for	US	
firms,	a	constant	campaign	
theme in the run up to the 
2016	presidential	election.	

Source: US Census
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US trade deficit with China has soared since 1985

Figure 1.0: US Trade Deficit with China
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Trump	is	not	the	first	US	president	to	demand	trade	reciprocity	or	use	
tariffs	to	force	market	entry.	Economist	Henry	Ergas	points	out	that	“if	there	
is a constant in American trade policy it is the emphasis on commercial 
reciprocity	and	the	willingness	to	use	every	means	to	secure	it.”10 Former 
president	and	free	trader,	James	Madison,	was	a	strong	advocate	for	using	
America’s trade muscle to unleash commercial warfare against Great Britain 
in	the	early	1800s.11 After the Second World War, Republican and Democratic 
administrations	sought	to	cement	a	liberal	trading	system	by	taking	firm	
action	against	British	import	restrictions.	Ronald	Reagan	forced	Japan	to	
dismantle protectionist barriers in the 1980s by imposing a wide range of 
trade	restrictions	using	tariffs	and	quotas	on	politically	sensitive	Japanese	
export	industries	like	cars	and	motorcycles.12

The US desire to reduce agricultural restrictions against the background 
of	an	export	subsidy	war	with	the	European	Union	was	a	significant	driver	
of the successful Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations that 
ushered	in	the	most	successful	period	of	trade	liberalisation	since	1945.13 At 
the peak of its power, the US instinct was still to enlarge the trade agenda 
rather	than	resort	to	mercantilism	when	confronting	protectionism.	But	not	
after the failed Doha Round that ended in 2015 after 14 years of inconclusive 
negotiations.	Thereafter,	the	US	was	more	prepared	to	use	its	economic	
strength	to	achieve	favourable	national	trade	outcomes.14  

Trump	is	not	the	first	US	
president to demand trade 
reciprocity	or	use	tariffs	to	
force	market	entry.

CHAPTER 1: THE TRADE WAR

Why the Doha Round failed

“Three problems rapidly became evident. One, behind the mask 
of solidarity between developing countries lay deep divisions, 
for example between agricultural net importers and exporters, 
preventing constructive proposals for liberalisation. Two, 
countries such as China transformed beyond recognition during 
the round, becoming global export powerhouses yet continuing 
to plead developing country status. Three, the US in particular 
proved to be largely spineless in taking on its own farm lobby, 
which demanded improbable amounts of market access abroad 
in return for subsidy cuts at home.” – Financial Times 15
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What is new about Trump’s approach is the extent to which he has been 
willing to leverage the formidable array of economic and trade tools available 
to	the	presidency	in	his	push-back	against	China	and	other	countries.	This	
reflects	both	the	Trump	persona,	his	nationalist	agenda	and	the	dominance	
of	trade	hawks	in	his	cabinet.	A	purge	of	senior	officials	in	16	tumultuous	days	
at the end of March 2018, unusual even by the standards of the Trump White 
House, saw the departure of an establishment group that had exercised 
a	moderating	influence	on	Trump’s	populist	instincts.16 Control over trade 
policy shifted to Robert Lighthizer and the once marginalised trade advisor, 
Peter	Navarro,	who	along	with	Commerce	Secretary	Wilbur	Ross	has	taken	
a	consistently	hard	line	on	China.	The	effect	of	these	changes	was	to	harden	
the administration’s approach to economic and security issues, restore the 
influence	of	‘American	Firsters’	and	embolden	Trump	to	pursue	his	political	
instincts	and	revisionist	agenda.

Navarro	argued	that	since	China	was	waging	an	economic	war	the	US	had	
to	fight	fire	with	fire.	This	strategy	appealed	to	Trump,	who	understood	
that	America’s	still	unparalleled	economic	and	financial	strength	could	be	
deployed	for	geopolitical	advantage	in	the	trade	stand-off	with	China.17  
Despite China’s impressive growth over the past 40 years the US still outguns 
it	on	most	measures	of	economic	and	financial	power	and	is	at	the	centre	of	
a reinforcing network of Western oriented rules, technologies, institutions, 
companies	and	norms	that	largely	govern	how	the	world	works.	These	are	
as much a source of America’s strength, vitality and primacy as its aircraft 
carriers	and	nuclear	weapons.	Even	though	its	share	of	world	domestic	
product has fallen from 38 percent in 1969 to 24 percent in 2019, the US 
“controls or hosts over half the world’s cross-border bandwidth, venture 
capital, phone operating systems, top universities and fund-management 
assets.”	Eighty-eight	percent	of	currency	trades	use	the	US	dollar,	millions	
use	a	device	with	a	Qualcomm	chip	or	watch	Netflix,	and	US	tech	companies	
dominate	the	information	highway.18
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Figure 1.1 – US-China share of global GDP19
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These	power	relativities	are	highly	relevant	to	Trump’s	trade	strategy.	As	a	
businessman,	he	understands	how	to	leverage	trade	and	financial	strength	for	
political	gain.	He	knows	that	China’s	greatest	vulnerability	is	its	dependence	
on	exports.	Although	falling,	they	still	account	for	around	one	fifth	of	the	
country’s	growth.	This	dependence	is	exacerbated	by	the	asymmetric	nature	
of	the	trade	relationship	between	the	US	and	China.	Eighteen	percent	of	
China’s	exports	go	to	the	US	while	China	accounts	for	only	7.2	percent	of	US	
exports, which poses a political as well as an economic problem for President 
Xi	Jinping.20  In the absence of free elections, “performance legitimacy” is 
critical	to	the	stability	of	authoritarian	regimes	and	Xi’s	is	no	exception.

Beijing’s perspective and strategy 

Not	surprisingly,	Chinese	leaders	see	the	trade	dispute	and	growing	
strategic	rivalry	in	quite	different	terms.	Although	some	of	their	rhetoric	is	
clearly designed to shape domestic opinion, there is genuine resentment at 
perceived	US	interference	in	China’s	internal	affairs,	Trump’s	desire	to	contain	
China, his ‘insincere’ approach to negotiations and ignorance of China’s 
interests	and	history.	China’s	2019	White	Paper	on	US	Economic	and	Trade	
Talks,	is	a	comprehensive	rebuttal	of	the	US	trade	stance.
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The White Paper accuses the US administration of adopting “a series of 
unilateral	and	protective	measures”,	wielding	tariffs	as	a	“big	stick”,	coercing	
other countries into accepting its demands and “causing disruption to the 
global	economic	and	trade	landscape.”	Furthermore,	“trumpeting	America	
First”,	it	has	turned	a	blind	eye	to	“China’s	unremitting	efforts	and	remarkable	
progress in protecting intellectual property and improving the business 
environment	for	foreign	investors.”	Allegations	of	forced	technology	transfer	
are “baseless and untenable” and the restrictive measures imposed on China 
“are	not	good	for	China	or	the	US,	and	still	worse	for	the	rest	of	the	world.”	
The	trade	war	has	not	“made	America	great	again.”	21 

However, when the world’s most powerful state throws its considerable 
economic	weight	around	indifference	is	not	an	option,	so	China’s	president	
had	little	option	but	to	negotiate.	Xi’s	tactics	were	to	concede	enough	
to mollify Trump without damaging the slowing Chinese economy or 
jeopardising	his	declared	ambition	to	make	China	great	again.	Xi’s	response	
to	the	imposition	of	US	tariffs	was	threefold.	He	attempted	to	seize	the	moral	
high ground by presenting China as the defender of the multilateral trading 
system	against	a	protectionist	America.	Using	a	conventional	carrot	and	stick	
approach	he	offered	concessions	but	threatened	retaliation	if	the	US	did	not	
back	down.	The	farming	states	that	propelled	Trump	to	victory	in	2016	were	
targeted	with	punitive	tariffs	on	agricultural	exports	notably,	sorghum,	corn,	
pork	and	soybeans.	These	measures	were	underpinned	by	a	countervailing	
narrative that blamed the US for starting the trade dispute, portraying it as a 
futile attempt by an insecure and declining super-power to prevent China’s 
inevitable	rise.

Initially,	this	seemed	a	well-crafted	strategy	for	riding	out	the	storm.	As	
an	authoritarian,	one-party	state	China	has	significant	advantages	over	
democratic competitors and trading partners in its ability to integrate and 
harness	state	power	to	a	single	national	purpose.	All	Chinese	companies,	not	
just state-owned enterprises, are ultimately subject to government control 
and	direction	in	a	way	that	Western	companies	are	not.	Moreover,	the	sheer	
size of China’s market, declining dependence on exports and ability to source 
alternative	suppliers	for	many	US	imports	gave	Xi	confidence	that	Trump	
would	blink	first	in	the	high	stakes	game	of	brinkmanship	underway.	Many	
Western	commentators	thought	so	too.22

Xi calculated that Trump would be forced to make concessions as the US 
economy	slowed,	the	stock	market	came	off	the	boil	and	farmers	began	
to	feel	the	pain	of	higher	tariffs.	“The	best	retaliation	is	letting	US	tariffs	on	
China hurt the US’s own economy,’’ opined one prominent Chinese economic 
advisor, a strategy seemingly borne out by a dramatic decline in US farm 
imports.23 According to the US Department of Agriculture, China imported 
US$21.8	billion	in	farm	goods	in	2017,	the	year	before	the	trade	dispute,	but	
only	US$10	billion	in	2019.24

But although the trade dispute periodically roiled international markets it 
has	been	less	of	an	impost	on	the	US	economy	than	pessimists	anticipated.	
Overall, there was a reduction in two-way trade of just over US$100 billion, 
not	enough	to	significantly	affect	the	US$21	trillion	US	economy	which	
continued	to	perform	strongly	throughout	2019.	Trump	kept	the	farming	
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community	largely	on	side	by	providing	US$28	billion	in	aid.	He	also	dangled	
the glittering prize of a trade bonanza should a comprehensive deal succeed 
in	prising	open	the	full	potential	of	the	world’s	biggest	market.25 However, 
the dispute came at a bad time for Xi as he grappled with a range of 
distracting domestic and international problems, vitiating China’s strengths 
and providing unexpected opportunities for Trump to exploit which the US 
president	seized	with	alacrity.

The phase one trade deal

The phase one agreement is 
little more than a temporary 
truce because the dispute’s 
underlying issues are not 
going to be easily or  
quickly	resolved.	

CHAPTER 1: THE TRADE WAR

After	18	months	of	often	acrimonious	negotiations,	during	which	equity	
markets gyrated wildly between bouts of euphoria and pessimism depending 
on the perceived state of trade negotiations or the latest Trump tweet, US 
and	Chinese	officials	delivered	an	interim,	phase	one	“skinny”	settlement	on	
15	January	2020.	Under	the	deal	China	committed	to	purchase	an	additional	
US$200 billion of American agricultural products; create stronger laws to 
protect foreign IP, patents and trademarks; abstain from making competitive 
currency devaluations; and allow American companies fair access to Chinese 
financial	services.	It	also	agreed	to	halve	tariffs	on	US$75	billion	of	US	
imports.	In	return,	the	US	agreed	to	cut	by	half	the	15	percent	tariffs	applied	
in	September	2019	to	7.5	percent	on	US$120	billion	of	Chinese	goods.	If	
grievances	are	not	resolved,	unilateral	penalties	and	tariffs	may	be	used	to	
enforce	fair	trade	practices.26

With characteristic immodesty, Trump proclaimed the agreement as “the 
biggest	deal	anyone	has	ever	seen.” 27 But the phase one agreement is little 
more than a temporary truce because the dispute’s underlying issues are not 
going	to	be	easily	or	quickly	resolved	for	four	reasons.

First, China has committed to buying US agricultural and manufactured 
products that represent ambitious 60 and 65 percent increases respectively 
on	2017	levels	by	the	end	of	2020.28 It is hard to see how these targets will be 
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reached given China’s slowing economy and the unexpected hit to growth 
from the COVID-19 coronavirus which is eroding trust, encouraging the US 
and China to rethink trade dependencies and could reignite trade tensions in 
the	recovery	phase.29 

Ironically, given the political capital the Trump administration has invested 
in	the	tariff	war,	American	farmers	and	manufacturers	may	have	difficulty	in	
ramping up production to take full advantage of the opportunities provided 
by	the	agreement.	The	temptation	for	Chinese	officials	will	be	to	fudge	the	
trade statistics by transporting goods through the US from other countries 
or by shipping some US goods directly to the mainland, rather than through 
Hong	Kong,	creating	the	impression	they	are	buying	more.	Other	trade	
partners worry that China could redirect imports away from them to the US, 
further	distorting	trade	flows	and	undermining	support	for	the	global	trading	
system.30

Second, the interim trade deal still leaves a substantial US$360 billion in 
tariffs	on	Chinese	imports	to	the	US,	which	represents	a	continuing	drag	on	
the global economy with every likelihood they will remain in place unless a 
comprehensive	trade	deal	is	struck.	US	Treasury	Secretary,	Steve	Mnuchin,	
has admitted that a second phase trade deal would not necessarily be “a 
big	bang”	that	removes	all	tariffs.31 And there is no detail about how China’s 
promise to “refrain” from forcing foreign companies to transfer technology 
will	be	measured	or	enforced.	Without	tough	enforcement	measures	Beijing	
has little incentive to change the trade practices that have facilitated the 
country’s	rapid	economic	development.

US Treasury Secretary, Steve 
Mnuchin, has admitted that 
a second phase trade deal 
would not necessarily be 
“a big bang” that removes 
all	tariffs.
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Trade deal doubts 

“…it is hard to believe that China will actually establish a 
new “nationwide system for pharmaceutical products” as 
agreed in the deal, or that it will shift the “burden of proof” in 
industrial espionage cases onto the accused, or revoke Alibaba’s 
operating licence if counterfeit goods are sold on the site, 
or stop making technology transfer a condition of American 
investment in China. China will not give American financial 
services firms unfettered access to the Chinese market, as it 
promised to do when it joined the WTO in 2001.” – Salvatore 
Babones, The University of Sydney 32
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Third, the agreement reduces rather than enhances the prospects of a 
comprehensive trade deal because it allows Trump and Xi to credibly claim 
progress without having to address the much harder issues at the heart 
of	the	dispute.	These	will	continue	to	fester	and	could	become	even	more	
tendentious	if	Joe	Biden	wins	the	US	presidency.	Many	leading	Democrats	are	
to	the	right	of	Trump	on	China	trade.	If	Xi	is	waiting	for	a	less	protectionist,	
free-trade Democrat to occupy the White House he is likely to be seriously 
disappointed.33	Xi	won’t	find	it	easy	to	make	further	trade	concessions	
either,	because	they	would	require	winding	back	the	mercantilist	policies	
that have helped propel China to great power status, a non-negotiable 
strategic ambition that is central to Xi’s political legitimacy and Marxist-
Leninist	ideology.34 With his economy under pressure on multiple fronts, his 
promises to eliminate poverty in 2020 and become a “moderately prosperous 
country” by 2021 are unlikely to be realised, limiting the political space for the 
compromises	that	will	be	necessary	to	secure	a	comprehensive	trade	deal.35

Fourth, there is no guarantee that Trump won’t open another front in the 
trade	war.	A	likely	candidate	is	China’s	preferential	treatment	as	a	self-
declared developing country, an anomaly in the WTO rules which Chinese 
leaders have exploited to shield the country from the higher standards 
expected	of	developed	countries.36 As an emerging great power, the 
world’s second biggest economy and largest merchandise trader, Beijing’s 
claim to be a developing country on a par with Mexico or Argentina will be 
increasingly	difficult	to	defend.	Trump	has	already	proclaimed	that	he	will	
never accept China’s claim to developing country status because “virtually 
every	current	economic	indicator	belies	China’s	claim.” 37  He’s not alone in this 
view.	Australian	Prime	Minister,	Scott	Morrison,	maintains	that	as	a	newly	
developed economy and major world power China needs to accept greater 
trade	and	environmental	responsibilities	in	a	reformed	WTO.38 But China’s 
state media has vehemently rejected any change to the country’s status, 
branding such suggestions as self-serving and designed to deprive China of 
its	legitimate	rights	as	a	developing	country.39 

Implications for international trade 

None	of	this	is	good	news	for	multilateral	trade	or	the	health	of	the	global	
economy.	A	stock	market	spike	driven	by	investor	relief	over	the	trade	truce	
was	predictably	short-lived,	failing	to	obscure	the	reality	that	the	tariff	
dispute has further weakened the international trading system and the WTO’s 
supporting	rules	and	architecture.	Trump	has	never	disguised	his	visceral	
disdain	for	the	WTO	branding	it	the	single	worst	trade	deal	ever	made.	He	
has repeatedly threatened to leave the organisation unless it is reformed, 
complaining	that	the	WTO	has	been	“screwing	us	for	years.	And	it’s	not	going	
to	happen	any	longer.”	40  

Trump	believes	that	the	WTO	has	unfairly	tilted	the	trade	playing	field	
towards competitors, particularly China, which has “cheated” on the rules 
turning	the	Western	devised	system	against	the	West.41 His administration 
has responded by threatening to withhold funding from the WTO, blocking 
appointments	to	its	appellate	body	—	the	ultimate	adjudicator	of	trade	
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disputes	—	and	raising	the	prospect	of	withdrawing	from	the	WTO	altogether	
unless	American	complaints	are	addressed.	Although	China	could	replace	the	
US	as	the	biggest	financial	contributor	without	much	difficulty,	it	is	doubtful	
that	the	WTO	could	survive	in	its	present	form	if	the	US	walked	away.	Should	
the WTO grind to a halt, the possibility exists of a reversion to protectionism 
that would be detrimental to international trade heightening the probability 
of a recession, a break down in the rules-based trading system and serious 
geopolitical	conflict.

The real danger of the phase one agreement is that it takes the world further 
down the path towards a power-based trading system where the strong do 
what	they	want	and	the	weak	suffer	what	they	must.42 Some believe that the 
trading system is already power-based, largely because of China, and that the 
WTO	is	so	dysfunctional	the	world	would	be	better	off	without	it.	But	in	the	
absence of the protective umbrella of existing WTO rules, smaller economies 
would be forced to cut unfavourable deals with the big players and will have 
no	recourse	to	an	effective	and	equitable	dispute	resolution	process	without	
an	appellate	body.43 

Even the US may come to regret Trump’s breezy assertion that “trade wars are 
good”	and	“easy	to	win.”	In	May	1930,	another	US	president	—	Herbert	Hoover	
—	signed	the	Smoot-Hawley	bill	imposing	tariffs	on	20,000	imports	in	an	
ultimately	unsuccessful	attempt	to	protect	American	producers.	Although	the	
bill did not directly cause the Great Depression, economist Emmanuel Martin 
reminds us that it “triggered a series of reprisals, further fragmenting the 
world market and thus contributing to the rise of economic nationalism in the 
1930s	—	a	major	cause	of	World	War	II.	The	lesson	is	that	trade	wars	and	military	
wars	are	often	connected.”	44  But although trade wars are rarely easy to win it 
is	not	the	case	that	no	one	wins	a	trade	war.	Sometimes	they	are	necessary	
to	establish	freer	trade	because	the	long-term	effect	is	to	reduce	rather	than	
increase	trade	barriers	despite	short-term	pain.45 

Structural tensions

It	is	important	to	recognise	that	Washington’s	concerns	about	the	adequacy	
and	fairness	of	WTO	rules	precede	Trump	and	are	widely	shared.	Europeans	
were also complaining about unfair Chinese trade and currency practices 
as far back as 2010, with Brussels levying allegations against Chinese 
telecommunications companies, Huawei and ZTE, of subsidised dumping in 
2012.46	However,	blowing	up	the	WTO	is	not	a	solution.	Trump’s	crash-through,	
‘America	first’	unilateralism	has	lost	him	the	support	of	potential	allies	who	
also	worry	about	the	imposition	of	non-tariff	barriers	by	China	to	preference	
domestic	industries,	pressure	technology	transfers,	constrain	foreign	firms’	
activities	and	steal,	or	unfairly	acquire,	IP.

Many trade experts and WTO members believe that China has gamed the 
system and that its centrally controlled dirigiste economy is the antithesis 
of “Western capitalism and the foundational principles upon which the 
rules-based	trade	system	was	built.”47 During the Cold War, the competing 
democratic and authoritarian political systems were economically separated 
in	their	own	trade	groupings.	Now,	the	leaders	of	two	systems	with	starkly	
opposed political values and priorities are members of the same trade club, 
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China’s challenge to WTO rules

“As China’s economic might continues to grow, the 
incompatibilities between its system and the assumptions 
about how trade would be conducted under a WTO rules-based 
system are coming into sharper relief. Massive state-owned 
enterprises, enjoying direct and indirect forms of government 
support, are engaging in a lop-sided competition against private 
companies that are constrained by market realities. Unwritten 
rules and informal “understandings” between business and 
government can block market access in China for foreign 
competitors who were led to believe the door would be open. 
Central and provincial governments can use their oftentimes 
preponderant position in the market to “encourage” foreign 
technology transfers that otherwise would not have happened. 
WTO rules… have proven incapable of satisfactorily adjudicating 
these systemic frictions and incompatibilities.” – Stephen Olson, 
Hinrich Foundation 49

creating structural strains beyond the capacity of the WTO to resolve without 
agreed	reforms.48  Unfortunately, Trump has made matters worse, by failing  
to build an international consensus for action, needlessly alienating friends 
and perversely allowing China to portray itself as the defender of the rules-
based system developed and nurtured by every other US president since  
World	War	II.

Moreover,	the	risks	of	collateral	damage	are	growing.	Wielding	a	big	tariff	
stick to achieve trade and political “wins” has encouraged retaliatory and 
imitative	behaviour.	Canada,	India,	Mexico	and	Turkey	have	all	slapped	
tariffs	on	US	imports	since	the	trade	war	began.50 Should negotiations on a 
comprehensive trade pact fail, the EU has threatened levies of US$100 billion 
on	trans-Atlantic	trade	if	the	US	goes	ahead	with	tariffs	on	US$60	billion	
worth	of	European	car	and	car	part	imports.51 And Indian Prime Minister, 
Narendra	Modi,	has	resisted	US	pressure	to	wind	back	tariffs	while	promoting	
his	China-lite,	“Made	in	India”	mantra.	Trump	has	labelled	India	the	“tariff	
king”,	complaining	that	the	world’s	fifth	largest	economy	has	been	“hitting	us	
very,	very	hard	for	many,	many	years”.	52

Geopolitical implications

Often forgotten in conventional analyses of trade disputes is that the 
international trading system established by the US and other Western 
nations was also about alliance management as well as institutionalised 
commitments	to	free	trade.	Trade	tensions	between	the	US	and	Europe	could	
fragment	NATO	–	the	North	Atlantic	Treaty	Organisation	–	and	adversely	
impact	on	the	US	alliance	system	in	Asia.	US	allies,	Japan	and	South	Korea,	
have long been at loggerheads over compensation for Koreans employed 
as	“comfort	women”	by	Japan	during	World	War	II.	But	in	July	2019,	Tokyo	

The	use	of	tariffs	and	other	
forms of trade discrimination 
for geopolitical purposes 
is fast becoming a tool of 
first	resort	in	the	national	
strategies of the larger 
economies.
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upped the ante by unilaterally imposing export controls on a range of critical 
materials supplied to the Korean electronics industry for smart phone screens 
and chip manufacturing, marking a radical shift towards the politicised trade 
strategies	favoured	by	Trump.

The	use	of	tariffs	and	other	forms	of	trade	discrimination	for	geopolitical	
purposes	–	what	Walter	Russell	Mead	calls	the	“Trumpification	of	world	
politics”	–	is	fast	becoming	a	tool	of	first	resort	in	the	national	strategies	
of the larger economies, so it would be wrong to single out Trump for 
weaponising	trade.53 China has increasingly used its trade and economic clout 
to	punish	or	pressure	other	countries	into	compliance.54 Witness the decisions 
to deliberately disrupt or delay imports of bananas from the Philippines, 
Canadian canola, Australian coal, South Korean merchandise and rare earth 
exports	to	Japan.	Under	Xi,	China	has	also	perfected	the	use	of	financial	
inducements and so called “debt trap diplomacy” to secure ownership of 
strategic infrastructure and land when loan recipients are unable to  
make	repayments.

Figure 1.2 – Economic policy uncertainty index55 
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Source:	WTO	Secretariat.
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All this points to a period of heightened trade tensions, economic policy 
uncertainty, rising protectionism and the possibility that the WTO rules-
based	system	could	unravel	to	the	detriment	of	all	countries.	The	phase	one	
deal has not resolved the issues that are at the heart of the US-China trade 
conflict.	In	the	absence	of	enforcement	measures,	it	is	difficult	to	see	China’s	
leaders compromising on the trade practices that have been instrumental 
in	its	economic	and	geopolitical	rise.	All	the	more	so	given	the	dramatic	
decline	in	trade	flows	caused	by	the	coronavirus,	which	is	likely	to	reinforce	
protectionist tendencies and magnify the voices of US trade hawks calling 
for	increased	onshoring	of	manufacturing	and	greater	economic	self-reliance.	
WTO economists expect world merchandise trade to decline by between 13 
percent and 32 percent in 2020, exceeding the trade slump brought on by the 
global	financial	crisis.56 A worsening trade war will exacerbate rising US-China 
technology	and	strategic	tensions	as	the	following	chapters	make	clear.

Figure 1.3 – World merchandise trade volume, 2000-2022  
(Index, 2015=100)57 
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Provided	it	conforms	to	equitable	and	transparent	rules,	technological	
competition is essential to human progress and a healthy, functioning 
liberal	trading	system.	The	Trump	administration	accuses	China	of	bending,	
circumventing	and	manipulating	competition	rules	to	acquire	and	steal	
IP that is the lifeblood of the US economy and systematically targeting 
advanced	US	and	Western	technologies	in	its	quest	to	control	the	high-tech	
industries	of	the	future.	That’s	why	IP	protection	has	risen	to	the	top	of	the	
administration’s	trade	policy	agenda.	It’s	likely	to	stay	there.	Witness	the	list	
of	1,300	imported	items	listed	by	the	US	for	tariffs	which	broadly	correspond	
to	the	ten	strategic	manufacturing	sectors	China	has	identified	as	critical	to	
future	global	economic	primacy.	These	were	first	revealed	in	the	contentious	
‘Made in China 2025 Report’ (MIC25), a 2015 plan to comprehensively 
upgrade Chinese industry and lift the sector into the highest levels of global 
value	chains.58

As the trade war has widened into a tech war, industry policy has become 
a new Sino-US battleground because it is central to military capability as 
well	as	economic	competitiveness.	Better	market	access	for	US	companies,	
or	reductions	in	the	trade	deficit,	are	not	going	to	diminish	Washington’s	
deep-seated fear that its technological edge is rapidly eroding in the face 
of	China’s	unprecedented	challenge.	Any	state	able	to	exercise	a	controlling	
influence	over	information	and	communications	technology,	artificial	
intelligence,	quantum	computing	and	semiconductors	will	be	well	placed	to	
become	the	next	global	rules	setter	and	the	world’s	indispensable	power.	It’s	
now abundantly clear that the US will not allow China to dominate supply 
and	value	chains	for	these	emerging	technologies.	Tougher	restrictions	on	
China’s access to the large and advanced markets it needs are almost certain, 
as	are	measures	to	slow	its	capacity	to	accelerate	innovation	and	acquire	
technology	and	associated	know-how.59

Chapter 2: The tech war
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China’s techno-mercantilism

Although industry policy has only emerged in recent years as a core 
problem	in	the	US-China	relationship,	like	the	trade	conflict	its	genesis	
can	be	traced	back	at	least	a	decade.	Flush	with	state	funds,	Chinese	firms	
began	to	acquire	leading	US	high-tech	companies	and	innovative	start-ups	
a	decade	ago,	siphoning	off	the	IP	and	gradually	absorbing	it	into	their	own	
businesses	or	competitor	Chinese	start-ups.	Over	time	this	would	have	
meant a damaging and potentially fatal transfer of knowledge from America 
to	China,	an	outcome	that	no	US	administration	could	tolerate.	A	prime	
example is China’s attempt to buy, or appropriate, the intellectual jewels of 
leading foreign tech start-ups especially those with military as well as civilian 
application.61 China’s leaders understand the crucial importance of nurturing 
technologies with military utility for the development of their defence sector 
and	wider	industrial	base.	In	recent	years,	they	have	funneled	substantial	
resources into the research and development of dual-use technologies under 
a	program	known	in	China	as	“military-civil	fusion”.62

Far from guaranteeing a win-win situation in which every nation is lifted-
up by a rising technological tide, Beijing’s strategy seems designed to do 
precisely the opposite – lock in Chinese hegemony for a generation and 
consign	other	states	to	a	subordinate	or	inferior	position.	Once	ahead,	China	
is likely to keep its foot on the accelerator so that technology competition 
risks	descending	into	a	winner	take-all	power	game.	The	US	is	not	the	only	
developed	nation	worried	about	this	prospect.	French	President,	Emmanuel	
Macron, has proposed a united European Union response to Chinese 
acquisitions	of	iconic	European	companies	and	technologies.	Germany,	
considered China’s most important European partner, is worried about the 
propriety of Chinese commercial practices following the attempted takeovers 
of cutting-edge robotics company Kuka and Aixtron, which manufactures 
advanced	tools	for	making	semiconductors.63

China’s leaders understand 
the crucial importance of 
nurturing technologies with 
military	utility.	

Digital exchanges more valuable 
than trade

“The trade war is merely about the two exchanges of goods and 
services worth just under one trillion dollars per year in 2019. By 
contrast, the tech war directly impacts the continuity of global 
financial services involving the world’s two richest economies, 
and therefore the rest of the world. The total value of daily 
exchanges that depend on a standardised, non-combative and 
relatively secure global ICT environment is almost nine times 
the annual value of bilateral US-China trade, standing at almost 
nine trillion dollars.” – Greg Austin, The International Institute for 
Strategic Studies 60
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The	Aixtron	case	is	instructive.	The	company’s	share	price	crashed	in	2015	
following the unexpected cancellation of a large order by a Chinese client 
San’an	Optoelectronics.	Aixtron	was	quickly	snapped	up	by	a	Chinese	
Investment Fund, Fujian Grand Chip, which had multiple connections to 
San’an	including	“a	common	investor	and	an	existing	financial	arrangement.”64 
Three days after the Aixtron bid was announced, a new semiconductor 
company was registered in Quanzhou, China at the same address as that 
listed	by	Fujian	Grand	Chip	with	San’an	as	an	investor.65 Although there was 
nothing illegal about Fujian Grand Chip’s purchase of Aixtron, the takeover 
illustrates how Chinese government money is being deployed for strategic 
purposes in ways that directly threaten the technological leadership and 
economic	future	of	the	US	and	other	advanced	democracies.	The	danger	is	
that once Chinese investors have accessed the knowledge they seek, they 
will abandon or run down the local company and absorb the IP into China’s 
value	chain.

There are understandable concerns about the fairness of these tactics and 
the	consequences	for	the	long-term	economic	health	of	affected	countries.	
Such	takeovers	also	pose	difficult	policy	and	operational	conundrums.	How	
does	one	differentiate	between	legitimate	private	investment	and	state	
sponsored	investment	designed	to	acquire	cutting-edge	technology	to	
advance China’s strategic interests?66 Conversely, how should US and Western 
firms	respond	to	prohibitions	on	takeovers	of	Chinese	companies	and	deal	
with regulatory and other restrictions that don’t apply to their Chinese 
counterparts? Facebook and Twitter are not permitted to operate in China, 
while US companies have been forced to form joint ventures with Chinese 
partners,	fined	for	anti-competitive	behaviour	and	had	their	services	blocked	
or	severely	restricted.

US fears of a cyber “Pearl Harbour”

Dealing	with	the	‘grey	zone’	practices	China	uses	to	acquire	leading	edge	
technology	from	competitors	that	bend	—	as	well	as	break	—	the	rules	is	
a	particular	problem	for	the	US	as	the	world’s	technology	leader.67 Alarm 
bells were ringing in Washington about the national security implications 
of	China’s	use	of	cyber	theft	to	acquire	commercial	IP	long	before	Trump	
became	president.	In	2009,	US	Deputy	Secretary	of	Defense	Bill	Lynn	was	
one	of	the	first	senior	officials	to	openly	express	Washington’s	concerns	
about	cyber	theft,	quantifying	the	annual	loss	of	IP	stolen	from	networks	
maintained by US businesses, universities and government agencies as 
“many times larger” than all the intellectual property in the vast Library of 
Congress.68

In 2011, CIA Director Leon Panetta dramatically warned that the US faced 
the	growing	threat	of	a	‘cyber	Pearl	Harbour’.69 This was followed by a 
congressional	report	written	by	the	authoritative	government	owned	Office	
of	the	National	Counterintelligence	Executive,	which	specifically	named	
Chinese actors as “the world’s most active and persistent perpetrators of 
economic	espionage.” 70	A	further	wake-up	call	came	in	July	2012,	when	the	
head	of	the	National	Security	Agency	and	US	Cyber	Command,	General	
Keith Alexander, referred to the nation’s loss of IP and industrial information 
through	cyber	espionage	as	the	“greatest	transfer	of	wealth	in	history.” 71 US 
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concerns were such that President Obama felt obliged to go public about 
China’s theft of American IP raising the subject directly with Xi in a leadership 
dialogue	at	Camp	David.72 Resentment over China’s seemingly cavalier 
attitude to the issue increased when it became clear that Xi had no intention 
of honouring his promise to desist from commercial cyber-spying and that 
his	cyber	warriors	were	also	hacking	into	US	defense	databases	and	classified	
military	technology.

In	2015,	US	officials	were	stunned	by	two	major	security	breaches	in	which	
state sponsored Chinese hackers gained access to the personnel records 
and	security-clearance	of	22.1	million	people	revealing	almost	everyone	with	
a	security	clearance,	a	‘gold	mine’	for	Chinese	intelligence.73 Terabytes of 
military	secrets	have	also	been	stolen	by	China’s	intelligence	services.	A	2019	
internal	Navy	review	concluded	that	China	had	“derived	an	incalculable	near-
and long-term military advantage” from hacking “thereby altering the calculus 
of	global	power.” 74 In February 2020, US Attorney-General William Barr 
indicted	four	Chinese	military	officers	for	complicity	in	stealing	the	personal	
information of some 145 million Americans in a massive hack of giant US credit 
agency	Equifax.	Barr	singled	out	China	as	the	only	country	that	has	swept	up	
data	on	civilians	to	feed	the	massive	data	requirements	of	their	world	leading	
AI	sector.75

Beijing’s widespread hacking has created a backlash in Washington, hardening 
attitudes and intensifying the administration’s determination to clip China’s 
technology	wings	by	aggressively	pushing	back	on	a	broad	front.	Prominent	
foreign	policy	analyst,	Robert	Kaplan,	captured	the	prevailing	mood.	“The	
constant, interminable Chinese computer hacks of American warships’ 
maintenance records [and] Pentagon personnel records…constitute war 
by	other	means.	This	situation	will	last	decades	and	will	only	get	worse,	
whatever this or that trade deal is struck between smiling Chinese and 
American	presidents	in	a	photo-op	that	sends	financial	markets	momentarily	
skyward.”	76 

The view from Beijing

But	why	has	Beijing	so	aggressively	acquired	advanced	technology	and	
data from the West when it must have been obvious that at some stage 
there	would	be	a	serious	pushback?	There	are	two	plausible	reasons.	Early	
in the country’s modernisation drive, China’s leaders recognised it would be 
impossible to bridge the then yawning technology gap with the US, move up 
the industrial value chain and realise their global ambitions without access 
to	Western	IP.	Since	it	would	not	be	given	willingly,	a	decision	was	made	
to	mobilise	the	instruments	of	state	power	to	acquire	the	desired	IP	by	any	
means.	This	involved	a	degree	of	political	risk.	But	given	the	payoff,	it	seemed	
a	risk	worth	taking.	Despite	a	huge	investment	in	legitimate	research	and	
development, China would not be where it is today without stolen or  
coerced	IP.

Chinese leaders were also convinced the US had hard-wired in its 
technological dominance by controlling virtually all aspects of the information 
highway from the internet to the myriad devices and protocols that form the 
backbone	of	the	operating	system.	The	key	companies	responsible	—	Cisco,	
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IBM,	Google,	Qualcomm,	Intel,	Apple,	Oracle	and	Microsoft	—	have	been	
dubbed the ‘eight guardian warriors’ of American tech by the Chinese media 
and	are	likened	to	the	eight-nation	alliance	that	looted	Beijing’s	magnificent	
old	summer	palace	during	the	ill-fated	Boxer	rebellion	in	1900.77 Longstanding 
suspicions	that	China	had	been	‘infiltrated’	by	American	tech	companies	
intensified	after	the	bombshell	disclosures	in	2013	by	US	intelligence	
contractor,	Edward	Snowden,	that	the	US	National	Security	Agency	was	
carrying	out	systematic,	high-tech	spying	of	China	and	other	countries.78

The Snowden revelations and Trump’s 2019 decision to ban or restrict 
companies like Huawei and ZTE from the US telecommunication network 
has only reinforced China’s determination to become more self-reliant in 
high	tech	industries	and	to	protect	and	nurture	local	champions.79 To take 
the steam out of US criticisms, public references to the controversial Made 
in	China	2025	report	have	disappeared	from	China’s	official	discourse	and	
been replaced by bland euphemisms such as “promote the development 
of	high-quality	manufacturing.” 80 But there won’t be any diminution in its 
commitment	to	become	a	technology	leader.	Nor	is	there	any	sign	of	a	
willingness to reduce the intrusive cyber-hacking operations that have so 
angered	the	US.

What this means is that technology and industry policy have become the 
defining	theatres	of	competition	in	the	wider	strategic	rivalry	between	the	
US	and	China,	permeating	every	aspect	of	their	relationship.	This	rivalry	
will profoundly shape the emerging international system for the rest of 
this decade and beyond, compelling all nations to adapt, make unpalatable 
political	choices	and	grapple	with	difficult	policy	questions.	Among	them	are	
whether the new era of techno-nationalism forces a decoupling of global 
supply chains and a ‘Balkanisation’ of the internet, weakening the vital 
information	and	trading	architecture	underpinning	international	society.	Who	
will	set	the	equally	important	global	rules,	standards	and	norms	that	govern	
the way in which countries and companies cooperate and interact in the 
digital world? Can the US or China win a tech war and, if so, at what cost to 
themselves and others?

Reconciliation, separation or divorce? 

Experts	are	divided	on	virtually	every	aspect	of	the	decoupling	story	—	its	
likelihood,	extent,	consequences	and	solutions.	But	there	are	three	credible	
scenarios:	reconciliation,	separation	or	divorce.	These	are	explored	in	some	
detail by the Taskforce on Transforming the Economic Dimension of the 
US China Strategy, chaired by former Congressman Charles Boustany and 
Princeton	academic	Aaron	Friedberg.	Its	main	conclusion	is	that	while	moves	
towards disengagement or decoupling of their economies could be reversed 
(reconciliation) it is more likely that the US and China will move towards  
a	significant	degree	of	disentanglement	(separation)	especially	in	the	 
tech	sector.	
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international commerce and 
investment.	

In a worse-case scenario, caused by rising tensions over separation, an 
external	geopolitical	crisis	over	Taiwan,	North	Korea,	the	South	China	Sea	—	
or	some	combination	of	the	three	—	disengagement	could	accelerate	and	
become more complete, resulting in a high degree of separation between 
the	two	economies	(divorce).81

Reconciliation	is	unlikely	because	US-China	economic	differences	have	
emerged against a background of intensifying competition over ideology, 
geopolitics, trade, technology and industry policy, which is muting 
cooperative	impulses.	A	trade	deal,	even	at	the	more	ambitious	end	of	
the	spectrum,	will	do	little	more	than	briefly	pause	the	downward	spiral	in	
relations	between	the	two	countries.	But	if	reconciliation	is	improbable	does	
that mean the US and China are headed for divorce? And what would that 
mean in practice?

For the moment, both countries recognise that divorce is unappealing as 
the	costs	would	be	extremely	high.	The	US	and	Chinese	economies	remain	
deeply	enmeshed.	For	every	US	firm	that	has	become	disenchanted	with	Xi’s	
evocation of the potential of the vast China market there is another willing 
to go in search of the promised El Dorado, including super-sized corporations 
like	Apple	and	Qualcomm.

Beyond their bilateral relationship both countries are deeply integrated into 
the	wider	global	trading	system	and	economic	and	financial	institutions.	
China’s economy is virtually impossible to isolate because of its size, 
dynamism	and	centrality	to	international	commerce	and	investment.	A	
Cold War style containment policy would be doomed to failure and highly 
disruptive	to	the	world	economy.	Unlike	the	Soviet	Union,	which	could	not	
compete with the US economically or technologically, China produces a 
range	of	goods	and	services	that	are	not	easily	replicated	or	substituted.	The	
Lowy	Institute’s	John	Lee	points	out	that	China	is	the	only	country	which	
can meet the insatiable developing country demand for commodities and 
technologies	that	are	‘good	enough’.	It	also	provides	investment	not	readily	
attainable	elsewhere.82 For developed economies, China is a huge market for 
value added products, a large and still relatively cheap educated labour pool 
for	research	and	development	and	a	testbed	for	emerging	technologies.

Even friends and allies are unlikely to fully support a US containment 
strategy	as	it	would	be	detrimental	to	their	growth	and	prosperity.	Why	
else	do	German	automakers	partner	with	Chinese	firms	to	develop	self-
driving cars, Swiss robotics companies build cutting edge plants in China and 
Italian politicians want Chinese investment in port infrastructure? It’s hard 
to dispute Lee’s conclusion that “a comprehensive, blunt force attempt at 
decoupling” will undermine US leadership, fracture the global economy and 
force	China	to	become	more	efficient	and	less	dependent	on	US	trade	and	
therefore	a	stronger	competitor.83

Global supply chains and the broader world economy are unlikely to 
completely decouple even in a worst-case scenario given today’s much 
higher	levels	of	economic,	financial	and	trade	interdependence.	But	some	
level of separation is probable and even necessary to protect American IP 
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and	a	fair,	open,	rules-based	system.	If	the	US	fails	to	protect	its	competitive	
advantages	China’s	dominance	is	all	but	guaranteed.	The	stronger	the	
separation impulse, the greater the political and strategic implications, as 
other countries come under pressure to choose between competing US and 
Chinese	systems	of	governance	and	technology.

The	key	question	is	how	much	separation	and	over	what	time	frame?	Will	
the US and China live together under the one roof, separate apartments 
or	in	different	neighbourhoods?	The	further	apart	they	are	and	the	more	
bitter the separation, the more probable it is that global supply chains will 
be	seriously	disrupted.	It’s	conceivable	that	the	world	could	divide	into	two	
competing trade and geopolitical blocs, much like the Cold War, except that 
the	bifurcation	would	be	more	fluid	and	fragmented.	The	Boustany/Friedberg	
report	envisages	a	US	bloc	that	would	build	outward	from	North	America,	
and include some Latin American and African countries, parts of Asia, 
Australia	and	most	European	states.	China’s	bloc	would	extend	across	Eurasia,	
the	Central	Asian	republics	and	much	of	Southeast	Asia.	It	could	also	capture	
a	significant	number	of	countries	in	Africa,	the	Middle	East	and	Latin	America	
although these regions would be contested by the US and other major states, 
notably	Russia,	Japan	and	India.84

What we know so far is that the push to disengage, or decouple, has traction 
in	both	Washington	and	Beijing.	Administration	hawks	consider	that	the	best	
way of preserving America’s dwindling economic and technological lead and 
protecting against avaricious Chinese practices is to reduce trade exposure 
to China and restrict the country’s access to American technology and 
education.	China	expert	and	former	Obama	administration	adviser,	Ely	Ratner,	
sees	tariffs	and	tech	restrictions	as	part	of	a	suite	of	linked	policy	tools	that	
are	deliberately	designed	to	decouple	the	US	and	Chinese	economies.	The	
aim is to reduce US dependence on China for technology, trade and resources 
seen	as	an	unwelcome	source	of	vulnerability.	Ratner	believes	that	the	debate	
within	the	administration	“is	over	the	extent	of	that	decoupling.”85 Chinese 
‘dragons’	also	want	China	to	wean	itself	off	technological	and	financial	
dependence	on	the	US	which	they	view	as	an	unacceptable	vulnerability.86

Impact of the coronavirus

The coronavirus has shifted sentiment in Washington in favour of a more 
severe decoupling of the US and Chinese economies than previously 
contemplated following the realisation that US dependence on China extends 
to	pharmaceuticals	and	medical	equipment	critical	to	combating	the	spread	
of	the	virus	and	maintaining	public	health.87 Early decouplers argued for a 
selective disengagement focusing on China’s predatory economic practices, 
technologies with military application, high value commercial IP and sensitive 
areas	of	the	knowledge	economy.	But	the	gravity	of	the	coronavirus	crisis	
has spurred talk in US policy circles of the need to consider a more extensive 
disentanglement	of	the	US	and	Chinese	economies	and	supply	chains.

Hard	decouplers,	like	Peter	Navarro,	have	used	the	crisis	to	argue	for	greater	
economic self-reliance on public health and national security grounds, and 
a	lessening	of	dependence	on	foreign	markets,	especially	China.	Navarro	
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wants “to look strategically about moving supply chains on shore for 
essential medicines so that the American public is safe and the US economy 
is	secure.”88	Director	of	the	US	National	Economic	Council,	Larry	Kudlow,	has	
floated	the	idea	that	the	government	could	pay	100	percent	of	the	removal	
costs	of	American	firms	willing	to	relocate	manufacturing	from	China	back	to	
the	US.89

The shift is also being driven by an increasingly vitriolic blame game about 
responsibility	for	the	pandemic.	Trump	has	unapologetically	labelled	
COVID-19 as “the Chinese virus” and criticised Beijing for allowing it to get 
out	of	control.	There	have	also	been	calls	for	China	to	pay	reparations	for	the	
damage	inflicted	by	the	coronavirus	and	for	an	international	investigation	
to	determine	its	origins	and	how	it	spread	so	rapidly.	Chinese	officials	have	
struck back by suggesting that American soldiers visiting China were the 
initial	source	of	the	virus.90 And China’s state media has once again drawn 
comparisons to the eight-nation alliance that put down the Boxer Rebellion 
and carved up the powers and territories of the Qing government while 
extracting	reparations.91

Some US hardliners view COVID-19 coordination with China as a “self-
harming exercise in zero-sum competition for global leadership”, while their 
Chinese counterparts see opportunities to advance the country’s economic 
and	geopolitical	influence	as	foreigners	look	to	invest	in	early	recovered	
economies.92 They argue that China’s ability to weather the pandemic’s storm 
on its own proves that the country has nothing to fear from a decoupled 
world	which	may	well	occur	on	Beijing’s	terms.93
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call is for a hard decoupling between the US and China. The 
longer we stay in this relationship, the more we will see how 
devastating it is to us…..Why would we continue doing business 
with [China]?” – Andrew Michta, Dean of the George C. Marshall 
European Centre for Security Studies 94
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Such views are dangerously optimistic, ignoring the upside of international 
cooperation	and	the	reality	that	all	countries	are	affected	by	the	pandemic.	
Bringing manufacturing back to the US is easier said than done with most 
big	US	firms	in	China	reluctant	to	incur	the	costs	of	moving	although	some	
reshoring	will	inevitably	take	place.95 The Chinese economy can’t spring 
back without strong demand from Western markets and a sustained, wider 
recovery	will	be	more	difficult	to	achieve	without	US-China	cooperation.	Both	
countries moved in lock-step to stimulate the global economy after the 2008-
09	financial	crisis.	Presidents	George	W.	Bush	and	Hu	Jintao,	jointly	lobbied	
fellow	G7	and	G20	members	to	coordinate	their	policies.	They	also	worked	
together	on	a	financial	rescue	package	that	required	China	not	to	sell	any	
of	its	trillion	dollar	cache	of	US	securities	for	fear	of	plunging	ailing	financial	
markets	into	a	catastrophic	sell-off.96 A narrative war over the origin of the 
coronavirus	and	responsibility	for	its	destructive	effects	will	only	serve	to	fuel	
tensions, weaken the nascent global recovery and intensify the decoupling 
momentum	in	both	the	trade	and	tech	arenas. 
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“COVID-19 has showcased the enormous costs we all stand to 
face from economic decoupling. The economic shutdown from 
COVID-19 has sent shock waves through global trade, running 
up and down global value chains, cascading the economic 
shock through supplier countries. The threat from knee-jerk 
protectionism to global trade recovery looms large.” – Editors, 
East Asia Forum 97

‘Balkanising’ the internet
Could decoupling lead to a ‘Balkanised’ internet? Even before the coronavirus 
pandemic, this was a real possibility as the US and China battled for control 
over next generation information and communications technology (ICT) 
systems.	Technological	excellence	has	always	underpinned	economic	and	
military capability and is a powerful catalyst for change in the international 
system.	The	internet	is	no	exception.	Popularised	by	a	British	engineer	as	the	
world	wide	web,	the	internet	is	no	longer	dominated	by	the	West.	China	and	
other authoritarian states seek a more prominent role in shaping its rules and 
architecture.98

From Beijing’s perspective, domination of next generation ICT networks 
would provide unparalleled opportunities for intelligence collection and 
market leadership, creating a deep pool of countries willing to support 
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China’s authoritarian friendly concept of cyber sovereignty over competing 
Western	notions	of	openness	and	inclusiveness.	Competitive	tensions	are	
being exacerbated by the lack of international agreement about the rules, 
standards	and	norms	that	will	govern	cyberspace.	China	has	suggested	
a radical change to the way the internet functions to the International 
Telecommunications	Union	(ITU),	a	UN	body	whose	primary	role	is	to	
standardise	global	telecommunications	technologies,	services	and	operations.	
The	Chinese	proposal	envisages	a	different	standard	for	core	network	
technology	called	New	IP	(internet	protocol)	that	would	make	the	internet	
more	efficient	and	better	structured	for	the	digital	age.	But	US	and	European	
critics	contend	that	New	IP	would	bake	authoritarianism	into	the	architecture	
underpinning the web and “give state-run internet service providers granular 
control	over	citizens’	use.”99

Acceptance of the proposal by the ITU would realise a long-term Chinese 
digital	foreign	policy	goal	—	to	entrench	Chinese	standards	and	technology	
as the foundation stones of the future internet, since the new global 
network would be designed and built by Chinese engineers, led by 
telecommunications	giant	Huawei.	The	US	is	highly	unlikely	to	accept	this	
outcome because internet power is mostly held by four large American 
corporations:	Apple,	Google,	Amazon	and	Facebook.100	New	IP	would	end	
this virtual oligopoly, turbocharge China’s march to technology leadership 
and	facilitate	the	export	of	its	authoritarian	model	globally.	If	no	consensus	
emerges, which seems probable, the world could split into two separate 
information	worlds,	one	led	by	the	US	and	the	other	by	China.

Even	on	fundamental	concepts	such	as	the	definition	of	cyber	space	there	are	
serious	divisions.	The	US	regards	the	domain	as	the	technology	(hardware/
software)	that	enables	free	access.	China	defines	it	as	the	content	and	
interactions	(speech,	expression)	between	the	users	of	cyberspace	reflecting	
their determination to shield their netizens from information regarded as 
subversive,	corrupting	or	inimical	to	national	security.101 For democracies, this 
raises	the	troubling	question	of	what	an	internet	dominated	by	China	might	
look	like	as	Beijing	pulls	out	all	stops	to	shape	fifth	generation	mobile	 
network	technology.
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Figure 2.0 – The e-commerce universe 102
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Propelled	by	artificial	intelligence,	5G	promises	to	be	transformational.	The	
technology will incorporate the emerging Internet of Things, where machines 
can talk to one another, and will be critical to the development of smart 
utility	grids,	autonomous	robots,	drones	and	electric	vehicles.	5G	will	also	
have far reaching military and intelligence applications, further blurring the 
boundaries	between	commerce	and	security.	Countries	which	provide	the	
technology and set global standards will reap enormous rewards in royalties, 
fees and innovation giving them pole position in the race to develop the 
cyber-physical	systems	of	the	fourth	industrial	revolution.	In	a	white	paper	
on the geopolitics of 5G, the Eurasia Group concluded that “every major issue 
associated with 5G networks has become politicized” and that the next phase 
of	the	digital	revolution	will	have	significant	implications	for	“the	long-term	
balance	of	global	power.” 104

Reflecting	the	view	of	American	pessimists,	emerging	technologies	expert	
Adam Segal contends that the US has ceded leadership in cyberspace to 
China.	Xi	Jinping	has	set	his	country	on	the	path	to	cyber	dominance	by	
integrating domestic regulations, technological innovation and foreign 
policy.	His	aim	is	to	build	an	‘impregnable’	cyber	defence	system,	foster	more	
world class companies, lead the world in advanced technologies and give 
China	greater	voice	in	internet	governance.	If	this	happens,	says	Segal,	“the	
internet will be less global and less open” because China has a diametrically 
opposed view to the US about the purpose of the internet and how it should 
operate.105 Xi promotes the virtues of cyber sovereignty as the primary 
organising principle of internet governance in direct opposition to US support 
for	a	global,	open	internet.

Whether or not Segal is right, there is no doubt Xi has resolutely moved 
to cocoon his people inside the ‘Great Firewall of China’ and is busily 
constructing a comprehensive surveillance system built on advanced 
technology and the use of big data that would be impossible in a 
democracy	because	of	privacy	provisions	and	human	rights	constraints.	
The Trump administration fears that Xi will be able to bar unapproved 
content domestically and eventually hold the master keys to US secrets and 
personal data, if he succeeds in setting global standards and making Chinese 
technology	central	to	global	information	architecture.

Huawei: national champion or ‘stalking horse’ for China?

Others believe that Beijing has already achieved a fundamental shift 
of technological power in its favour by using companies like Huawei 
to	establish	digital	beachheads	on	foreign	soil.	Huawei	is	no	ordinary	
company.	It	has	exalted	status	in	China	as	a	national	champion	and	is	at	
the	epicentre	of	the	struggle	for	digital	dominance.	Huawei	wants	to	use	
its pricing power and market dominance to control not only 5G, but also 
future	telecommunications	networks	beyond	5G	starting	with	6G.106 The 
tech leviathan is the embodiment of China’s aspirations for technological 
leadership.	This	means	curbing	competition	against	Huawei	wherever	
possible	to	entrench	the	company’s	products	in	critical	infrastructure	globally.

What makes Huawei a lightning-rod for US grievances and suspicions are 
the company’s close ties to the Chinese Communist Party and Washington’s 
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belief that Huawei’s path to technological leadership has been aided and 
abetted	by	state	subsidies	and	the	theft	of	American	IP.	With	Communist	
Party	officials	on	its	board,	the	US	sees	Huawei	as	a	stalking	horse	for	the	
Chinese state because Huawei is not an independent, ‘private’ company 
in	any	meaningful	sense	of	the	word.107	There	are	concerns	—	shared	by	
other	democracies	—	that	China	could	weaponize	5G	by	ordering	Huawei	to	
insert technological ‘backdoors’ and ‘kill switches’ in 5G hardware, collect 
intelligence	and	control	critical	infrastructure.108

Huawei is not the only Chinese tech company under scrutiny for activities 
deemed	contrary	to	US	economic	and	security	interests.	The	Trump	
administration imposed a ban on Chinese electronic giant ZTE before 
rescinding	it	in	2018.	In	the	same	year,	US	government	officials	ordered	Beijing	
Kunlun Tech to sell gay-dating app Grindr, fearing it could be used by China to 
blackmail	US	government	employees	with	security	clearances.	Other	countries	
have	followed	suit	as	the	‘Huawei	effect’	raises	red	flags	about	Chinese	tech	
titans	and	their	products.109

In 2019, the US began to tighten the screws on Huawei’s operations in 
the	US.	In	May	that	year,	Trump	signed	an	executive	order	foreshadowing	
the termination of all ICT trade and technology transfers between the 
US	and	China	on	national	security	grounds.	The	White	House	followed	
up	by	effectively	barring	Huawei	and	70	affiliates	from	access	to	the	US	
telecommunications system and technology by placing them on the 
Commerce	Department’s	so-called	Entity	List.110	On	13	January	2020,	two	days	
before the phase one trade agreement was signed, US Secretary of State, 
Mike	Pompeo	made	the	administration’s	intent	crystal	clear.	In	a	speech	to	
Silicon Valley he called on US tech corporations to distance themselves from 
any business in China that might strengthen China’s military, “tighten the 
regime’s grip of repression”, or help to “power a truly Orwellian surveillance 
state.” 111 Then in April, the Commerce Department introduced new export 
controls which restrict the sale of dual use goods and technology to any 
Chinese	company	that	deals	with	the	People’s	Liberation	Army	(PLA).112

It	is	not	just	the	administration	that	has	Huawei	in	its	sights.	Key	House	
Republicans	introduced	a	bill	in	January	2020,	that	would	bar	intelligence	
sharing with countries that allow Huawei access to their nascent 5G  
networks.113 Other measures under consideration suggest that Washington is 
digging	in	for	a	long	fight	with	Beijing	over	5G.	However,	one	big	problem	for	
the	US	is	that	there	is	currently	no	local	alternative	to	Huawei	—	a	strategic	
and	commercial	shortcoming.	American	companies	dropped	the	ball	on	5G	
years	ago	because	it	seemed	a	low	profit	market	and	state-supported	Chinese	
companies	were	squeezing	their	margins.	“Huawei	alone	is	competitive	in	
network	hardware,	chip	design	and	end	user	devices,	making	it	the	equivalent	
of	Ericsson,	Intel	and	Apple	rolled	into	one,”	says	analyst	Phillip	Orchard.114

Knowing that it could take several years and substantial resources to bridge 
this technology gap, Washington is starting to think about strategies for 
restoring US competitiveness in next generation communication systems 
while attempting to pull back China’s lead with an array of defensive 
measures.115	They	include	funding	Huawei’s	main	European	competitors	Nokia	
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and	Ericsson;	disrupting	the	5G	status	quo;	privileging	security	over	speed	
by raising awareness of the risks of using Huawei technology; and pressuring 
allies	to	ban	Huawei	from	their	5G	networks.

Speed versus security

The reluctance of the UK and Germany to accede to US pressure 
highlights	the	difficulties	the	US	faces	in	convincing	the	rest	of	the	world	
to	ban	Huawei‘s	superior	technology	from	their	5G	networks.	German	
Chancellor, Angela Merkel, has accepted the position of the major German 
telecommunications companies that Huawei’s exclusion would cost billions 
of	Euros	and	add	years	of	delays.	Fear	of	Chinese	trade	retaliation	was	also	a	
contributing	factor.	China’s	Ambassador	to	Germany	pointedly	warned	that	
“if Germany were to take a decision that leads to Huawei’s exclusion from 
the	German	market,	there	will	be	consequences.” 116 UK Prime Minister, Boris 
Johnson,	took	a	similar	position	in	agreeing	to	allow	Huawei	access	to	his	
country’s	5G	network,	albeit	with	significant	restrictions.117 As a core member 
of the so-called ‘Five Eyes’ intelligence community, the UK decision was a 
significant	setback	to	US	efforts	to	constrain	Huawei	in	what	has	become	a	
proxy	contest	for	the	hearts,	minds	and	wallets	of	other	nation	states.118

These	Chinese	successes	may	yet	turn	out	to	be	Pyrrhic	victories.	Merkel’s	and	
Johnson’s	decisions	have	sparked	domestic	opposition	to	Huawei	and	stoked	
Sino-scepticism	across	Europe,	reflecting	a	hardening	view	that	authoritarian	
states	should	not	be	allowed	to	control	the	digital	arteries	of	democracies.	
Prominent members of Merkel’s own party have criticised her decision in 
unusually	strong	terms.	Other	mainstream	parties	have	described	it	as	“a	grave	
error”,	“naïve”	and	“dangerous”.119	Johnson’s	Conservative	government	was	
almost defeated in the House of Common’s in March, 2020, when 36 members 
of his own party rebelled against the decision to allow Huawei into Britain’s 
high	speed	telecommunications	network.120 Like London, Paris has opted to 
allow Huawei only into the non-core parts of its 5G network which will make 
it	difficult	for	the	company	to	retain	its	precarious	foothold	in	the	French	
telecommunications	system	over	time.121

China’s response

China’s	response	to	the	mounting	US	pressure	has	been	typically	robust.	The	
Foreign Ministry branded US action on Huawei as “economic bullying” and an 
attempt	to	block	China’s	rise.	Huawei	accused	the	US	of	“using	every	tool	at	
its disposal” to disrupt and stymy the company’s business activities globally 
by visa denials, detaining shipments, conducting cyber-attacks on Huawei’s 
networks	and	menacing	its	employees.122 This was an obvious reference 
to the detention in Canada of senior Huawei executive Meng Wanzhou, at 
Washington’s	request,	and	her	indictment	for	breaching	US	sanctions	on	
Iran amid CIA claims that the telco giant is funded by China’s intelligence 
and	security	agencies.123 Beijing has increased diplomatic and economic 
pressure	on	wavering	customers	to	use	its	5G	offerings	and	doubled-down	on	
investment in the local tech sector, pouring billions of dollars into developing 
alternatives to US semiconductors and accelerating plans to increase local 
content	in	strategic	industries.124
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China has also drawn up its own “unreliable entities list” to punish individuals 
and organisations that harm the interests of Chinese companies, threatening 
to make good on its threat if Sino-US trade talks are not satisfactorily 
resolved.125	This	would	have	a	chilling	effect	on	foreign	companies	doing	
business with China, subjecting their operations to arbitrary determinations 
of reliability and their executives to possible detention should they visit or 
work	in	China.	Editor	of	the	Sinocism	newsletter,	Bill	Bishop,	warns	that	every	
foreign company which severs ties with Huawei to comply with the Trump 
administration’s sanctions could face an unenviable dilemma: “Choose US law 
or	Chinese	regulations.” 126

Artificial intelligence, quantum computing and semiconductors

Although 5G has been the most visible part of the tech war to-date 
the battle for dominance has spread to three other seminal and 
interconnected	technologies	—	artificial	intelligence,	quantum	computing	
and	semiconductors.	AI,	otherwise	known	as	machine	learning,	is	a	branch	
of computer science concerned with building smart machines capable of 
performing	tasks	that	typically	require	human	intelligence,	such	as	deep	
learning.	It’s	about	to	revolutionise	the	tech	sector.	In	some	areas,	China	
may already have its nose in front having invested heavily in the technology 
and enjoying an authoritarian state’s natural advantage in collecting and 
assembling the large data sets that are necessary to fully harness the power 
of	AI.	Leadership	in	the	field	will	go	a	long	way	to	determining	whether	the	
US	or	China	prevails	in	their	tech	rivalry.

So	will	their	respective	advances	in	quantum	computing	which	promise	order	
of magnitude increases in computing power and the possibility of rendering 
conventional	encryption	systems	obsolete.	This	would	have	enormous	
implications for every sector of society, but especially national security, 
should the break-through country be able to access every other country’s 
secrets	while	making	their	own	invulnerable	to	hacking.	China	launched	the	
world’s	first	quantum	satellite	in	2016.	It	has	also	created	an	ultra-secure	
ground	link	between	Beijing	and	Shanghai	using	quantum-encrypted	keys,	
which reportedly serves the central 200 state institutions and enterprises but 
with	limited	bandwidth	relative	to	the	conventional	trunk	routes.127

While	China	has	achieved	significant	advances	in	quantum	communications,	
the	real	action	is	hard-core,	brute-force	computing	where	quantum	
computers	come	into	their	own.128 Here, China lags the US which has ramped 
up	its	own	spending	since	2019	and	is	developing	quantum-resistant	
algorithms.	Home	to	IBM,	Google,	Amazon	and	Microsoft	the	US	has	a	built-in	
advantage over China because these tech leviathans spend billions of dollars 
on	quantum	research	and	development	giving	them	a	two	to	three	year	lead	
over	their	Chinese	competitors.	In	October	2019,	Google	announced	it	had	
achieved	‘quantum	supremacy’	by	demonstrating	a	supercomputer	many	
times	faster	than	conventional	digital	machines,	albeit	in	specific	and	quite	
narrow	areas	of	problem-solving.129
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Semiconductors	are	a	third	arena	of	intense	US-China	competition.	
Extensively used in electrical circuits for microchips, they are “the central 
nervous	systems	and	brains	inside	all	new	age	technology.”130 This is an area 
of	traditional	US	superiority.	It	has	45	percent	of	global	market	share	and	
is	probably	three	to	five	years	ahead	of	China	compared	with	China’s	one	
to	two	year	advantage	in	5G.131 Until recently, China was almost entirely 
dependent on American and foreign semiconductors, importing more of 
them	than	oil	in	2018.132 In a major report on the semiconductor industry, 
business analyst Alex Capri details how the US and China are in the midst of a 
semiconductor arm-wrestle that is destabilising the entire technology sector 
and	altering	the	global	economic	landscape.	He	believes	that	decoupling	is	
inevitable in the semiconductor space with China certain to be the short-term 
loser despite its attempts to boost local production and wean itself of US 
semiconductors.133 

China’s weakness in semiconductors could potentially dent its AI and 5G 
ambitions	because	of	the	interrelationship	between	these	sectors.	Nvidia,	a	
US company that dominates the production of graphic processing units for 
AI’s deep learning algorithms is now barred from supplying advanced GPU’s 
with	super-computer	application	to	Chinese	companies.	Any	fall	in	Huawei’s	
mobile customer base and disruptions to the smartphone supply chain will 
negatively	impact	its	5G	plans.	But	the	US	will	suffer	pain	too	as	companies	
with major China exposure will take a revenue hit and be forced to consider 
alternative	markets	and	suppliers.134 So the Trump administration is moving 
cautiously, using a scalpel rather than a hammer, to prevent advanced 
technology	leaking	or	being	acquired	commercially	by	China.	Meanwhile,	
Huawei aims to eliminate its reliance on US companies for key components 
(notably,	in	radio	frequency	chips)	by	expanding	the	capabilities	of	its	
chipmaking	arm,	HiSilicon.135 In response, Washington is contemplating rules 
on	limiting	the	supply	and	use	of	its	equipment	and	software	tools	used	
by foundries serving HiSilicon, in an action-reaction pattern reminiscent of 
military	arms-racing.	

Techno-economist,	Julian	Snelder,	argues	that	the	technology	divide	is	
becoming more evident in other areas of the global economy too, with 
Beijing relentlessly focused on developing and promoting a ‘Chinese tech 
stack’ comprising integrated layers of linked software and hardware that 
could	allow	it	to	capture	entire	market	ecosystems	in	user	countries.	In	the	
automobile sector, there is a broad consensus that the autonomous driving 
world will split in two, one that follows Google/GPS and one that conforms to 
Beijing’s	strict	mapping	protocols	and	an	entirely	different	set	of	standards.	136 

The	Economist	agrees,	opining	that	“China’s	approach	to	self-driving	reflects	
its attitude to development more broadly: heavy on infrastructure and 
government	oversight,	lighter	on	cutting-edge	technology	and	civil	liberties.	
It	may	one	day	prevail	over	the	Western	path	to	autonomy.”137

Winning the tech war

In this clash of the tech titans is it conceivable that one could emerge 
victorious?	The	answer	depends	on	how	victory	is	defined.	For	the	moment,	
the	contest	for	tech	primacy	is	delicately	balanced.	China	is	certainly	
ahead	in	5G	and	may	have	a	slight	lead	in	some	areas	of	AI	and	quantum	
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communications.	It’s	also	competitive	in	most	other	areas	of	the	25	strategic	
industries	singled	out	for	attention.	But	the	US	remains	the	biggest	market	in	
the	US$250	billion	a	year	global	industry	for	telecom	equipment	and	related	
infrastructure,	is	well	ahead	in	semiconductors	and	still	has	a	significant,	
though	shrinking	lead,	in	most	other	tech	sectors.138 So this is a contest 
between	near	peers.	Neither	the	US	nor	China	can	win	the	tech	war	in	the	
sense of becoming the technological hegemon that the US was for most of 
the second half of the 20th	century.

Moreover, it’s very unlikely that the US will be able to dissuade China 
from abandoning its attempt to control the future high-tech landscape by 
subsidising local companies, stealing competitor’s IP and forcing foreign 
companies	to	transfer	technology	to	Chinese	partners.	These	practices	
are integral to the CCP’s plans for achieving technological breakthroughs, 
boosting productivity, sustaining growth, preserving social stability and 
maintaining	its	grip	on	domestic	power.

Perhaps the best that can be hoped for in the short term is that Xi will curb 
some	of	the	more	egregious	elements	of	China’s	techno-mercantilism.	He	
may have an incentive to do so if Washington’s pressure develops into a 
basketball-like full court press, and Trump (or his successor) can unleash the 
country’s	innovative	spirits,	a	traditional	American	strength.	That	would	pose	
a	much	more	formidable	long-term	challenge	for	China	and	offset	its	dirigiste	
advantages in long-term planning, resource mobilisation and state funding of 
strategic	industries.

Navigating	a	more	contested	tech	environment	poses	three	dilemmas	for	
both	countries.	First,	how	much	risk	does	a	specific	technology	realistically	
pose	to	national	security?	Those	with	direct	military	application	are	obvious.	
But	much	new	technology	is	dual-use,	so	this	is	not	a	black	or	white	choice.	
Second, what is the appropriate mix of defensive (export controls/black-lists) 
and self-strengthening policy options (investment/innovation)? Third, will 
targeting another country’s technology do more harm than good to one’s 
own technology and supply chains?139 
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US tech companies need 
to be engaged in standard 
setting rather than allowing 
Chinese	competitors	to	fill	
the	void.

Even	on	Huawei,	the	US	is	conflicted	about	how	far	it	should	exclude	the	
company’s products from global supply chains and to what extent it still 
needs to cooperate in order to retain a strong voice in global standards 
setting.	The	Pentagon	objected	to	a	Commerce	Department	proposal	to	
restrict	US	firms	from	selling	to	China	from	overseas	facilities,	fearing	it	would	
lose a prime source of revenue depriving them of money for research and 
development.141 Defense Secretary, Mark Esper, conceded that the US has to 
be “conscious of sustaining” its own technology companies’ supply chains and 
innovators.	“That’s	the	balance	we	need	to	strike.”142 When engineers in some 
US companies stopped engaging with Huawei to develop standards after 
the Commerce Department blacklisted the company in 2019, Huawei gained 
a	stronger	voice	“as	US	engineers	sat	back	in	silence.”	Commerce	now	wants	
to allow US companies to work with Huawei on setting standards for next 
generation	5G	networks.143

The	reality	is	that	tech	wars	are	very	expensive.	They	are	also	complicated	
and	hard	to	win.	The	Economist	estimates	that	it	would	take	China	10-15	
years	to	become	self-sufficient	in	computer	chips	and	for	America	to	shift	
suppliers.	To	build	a	duplicate	tech-hardware	supply	chain	in	a	divorce	
scenario	would	cost	around	US$2	trillion,	6	percent	of	their	combined	GDP.144 
For the US, there is also the loss of high-value operational expertise to China, 
a generational forfeiture of talent, knowledge and experience which it will 
need	to	recover.

Security implications of 5G

“Given the blurring lines between commercial and military 
or intelligence technologies, it’s not hard to come up with 
reasons why just about any emerging Chinese technology 
could threaten US interests. Chinese 5G infrastructure, for 
example, could ostensibly be weaponized to divert sensitive 
data to Beijing or wreak havoc on US military logistics and 
communications lines just as the PLA makes it move on Taiwan. 
Chinese-made train cars could be rigged to paralyze major U.S. 
cities.” – Phillip Orchard, Geopolitical Futures 140 
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Unless the US and China can moderate their aspirations for global leadership 
and reach some form of strategic accommodation, a comprehensive 
settlement	of	their	disputes	is	unlikely.	Trust,	already	in	short	supply,	is	
steadily being eroded by rising nationalist and protectionist sentiment 
reinforcing suspicions about the purpose of each other’s trade and industry 
policies.	While	important	in	themselves,	the	trade	and	tech	wars	are	
symptomatic of a deeper and more dangerous geopolitical divide rooted  
in	their	strategic	ambitions,	different	political	systems	and	sense	 
of	exceptionalism.

For	Trump,	the	contest	with	China	is	not	only	about	redressing	past	inequities	
but	consolidating	the	US	position	as	the	paramount	global	power.	Xi,	too,	
wants to correct past injustices and grasp his carpe diem moment to return 
China to its ‘rightful’ place as the dominant state in Asia and eventually the 
world.	Time	is	running	out	for	Xi	to	achieve	this	ambition	and	escape	the	
middle-income trap because of demographic decline, falling productivity, 
environmental	pressures	and	the	US	pushback.

Why a Cold War?

Finding	the	middle	ground	will	not	be	easy.	In	the	past,	such	cleavages	have	
often	preceded	military	conflict	or	an	extended	period	of	confrontation	and	
instability.	Without	a	circuit	breaker,	a	ratcheting-up	of	Sino-US	tensions	
could	worsen	the	emerging	Cold	War.	As	its	name	implies,	a	Cold	War	is	a	
multi-domain, adversarial contest for global supremacy between the two 
dominant	powers	of	the	day	with	system	wide	effects	that	is	below	the	
threshold of a major ‘hot’ war, although it could easily result in one unless 
carefully	managed.	Many	well-credentialled	analysts	and	former	policy-
makers accept that a Cold War is likely, or already underway, foreshadowing 
an era of heightened strategic competition that would be enormously 
disruptive	to	international	trade	and	world	order.

Former US Treasury Secretary, Hank Paulson, worries about the prospect of 
an economic iron curtain descending across the world that “throws up new 
walls	on	each	side	and	unmakes	the	global	economy,	as	we	have	known	it.”145 
Former CIA Director, Michael Morell, thinks the US and China are heading for 
a	new	Cold	War	based	on	economic	competition	and	the	pursuit	of	influence,	
whether	they	like	it	or	not.146	Economic	historian	Niall	Ferguson	says	that	Cold	
War	II	began	in	2019	when	the	trade	conflict	“rapidly	metamorphosed	into	a	
cluster	of	other	conflicts.” 147 The Asia Society and the University of California, 
San Diego, published a comprehensive review of US-China relations in 2019 
which	said	the	US	and	China	“are	on	a	collision	course.”	The	review	concluded	
the current downturn in the relationship is “unprecedented” in the past 40 
years, and of great concern because it is occurring at a time when the US and 
China	are	more	evenly	matched	“making	the	dangers	of	overt	conflict	 
far	greater.” 148
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Deniers dismiss such warnings as exaggerated, scare-mongering or counter 
factual.	Trade	luminaries	assert	that	it	is	in	neither	country’s	interest	for	the	
trade	conflict	to	be	prolonged	or	worsen	in	what	would	amount	to	an	act	
of	mutual	self-harm.	Some	historians	maintain	that	invoking	the	spectre	of	a	
Cold War is dangerously misleading because the circumstances confronting 
the	US	in	its	confrontation	with	China	are	entirely	different	from	those	of	
the	late	1940s.149 Others warn of the perils of using Cold War language or the 
language of war to describe Sino-US competition and the construction of 
simplistic or ‘alarmist’ threat scenarios that distort the complex reality of  
the	relationship.150 

But	the	deniers	are	wrong.	This	is	no	ordinary	dispute.	Nor	is	it	just	about	
trade	or	technology	leadership.	Trade,	tech	and	geopolitical	disputes	are	
metastasising into a wider, more serious confrontation between the US  
and	China.

Competing strategic ambitions

How	did	we	get	to	this	point?	Answering	this	question	requires	an	
understanding of the origin, nature and scope of China’s global challenge 
to	US	primacy	and	the	breadth	of	the	US	pushback.	At	the	end	of	the	last	
century, China’s leaders understood that they could never be a superpower 
without a world class military and mastery of the cutting-edge technology 
necessary	to	sustain	it,	so	they	launched	a	major	effort	to	modernise	the	
Peoples Liberation Army (PLA) and close the yawning military technology 
gap	with	the	US.

This resulted in double digit increases in annual defence and national security 
spending	and	massive,	sustained	investment	in	defence	technology.	As	the	
new force developed it became clear that Chinese leaders aspired to match, 
and eventually surpass, the capacity of the US to project military power into 
the	Western	Pacific.	They	reasoned	that	if	a	rising	America	could	formulate	
a Monroe Doctrine in the 19th	century	as	a	blunt,	but	effective	instrument	
for keeping other powers out of the Western hemisphere, why should an 
ascendant, 21st century China not seek a comparable outcome in its own 
maritime backyard?151 

But	the	US	had	a	very	different	view	particularly	after	China	forcibly	occupied	
and garrisoned disputed islands in the South China Sea, began regular 
incursions into contested areas of the East China Sea and launched its 
ambitious	Belt	and	Road	Initiative	(BRI),	also	known	as	the	New	Silk	Road	
project, which aims to pull large parts of Central, South and Southeast Asia 
into	China’s	orbit.152 These initiatives were widely regarded in Washington as 
a direct challenge to US power and evidence that China had no intention of 
becoming	a	‘responsible	stakeholder’	in	a	liberal,	democratic	order.

By the end of the Obama presidency, China’s revamped military seemed to 
be	everywhere,	sailing	through	the	Bering	Straits	off	the	coast	of	Alaska,	
holding joint exercises with Russia in the Mediterranean, sending submarines 
to Sri Lanka and developing a new military base at the strategically located 
former	French	colony	of	Djibouti	adjacent	to	the	mouth	of	the	Red	Sea.	
A secret space facility in Argentina, ostensibly for civilian purposes but 
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with potential military application, underlines just how intertwined China’s 
commercial and national security objectives have become in the country’s 
quest	for	superpower	status.	

US military decline

As China ramped up its military power the US was trending in the opposite 
direction.	The	seeds	of	decline	were	sown	at	the	end	of	the	Cold	War	when	
the	US	began	to	lose	its	advantage	in	key	military	and	dual	use	technologies.	
From the 1950s to the mid-1980s, the US was supreme in computer chips, 
precision	guided	munitions	and	space.	However,	defence	research	in	these	
areas stimulated advances in the private sector reducing costs, making the 
technology widely available and reducing the Pentagon’s control and  
leading	role.

The	evangelising,	nation-building	zeal	of	George	W.	Bush’s	neo-cons	–	who	
erroneously believed that they could democratise the Middle East – and 
the distracting global war on terror consumed much of the budget surplus 
built	up	under	previous	administrations.	Precious	defence	resources	were	
redirected towards hugely expensive counter-terrorism and counter- 
insurgency operations in ungoverned spaces around the world, wearing out 
much	of	the	Pentagon’s	equipment	and	draining	inventories	of	materiel	and	
expensive,	smart	munitions.

Between	2002	and	2017,	the	US	spent	an	astonishing	US$2.8	trillion	on	
funding	the	war	against	terror	and	counter	insurgency	wars	in	Iraq,	
Afghanistan	and	Syria,	equivalent	to	16	percent	of	the	government’s	entire	
discretionary	budget.153 By comparison, World War II is estimated to have cost 
US$4-5	trillion.154	For	nearly	two	decades	America	took	its	eye	off	the	main	
game as China, Russia and other adversaries built up their arsenals and sought 
to	neutralise	US	advantages.	Compounding	this	error	of	judgement,	the	Bush	
and Obama administrations underestimated the determination of China and 
Russia	to	reassert	themselves	in	Asia	and	Europe.

Overuse and underspending on conventional weaponry have weakened 
the	sinews	of	the	once	peerless	US	military.	The	defence	budget	flat	lined	
under	Obama.	Forced	defence	cuts	by	Congress,	known	as	sequestration,	
exacerbated	the	Pentagon’s	funding	problems	from	2013.	In	2017,	exasperated	
former	US	Defence	Secretary	Jim	Mattis	famously	declared:	“No	enemy	in	 
the	field	has	done	more	to	harm	the	combat	readiness	of	our	military	 
than	sequestration.”	155

China’s military build-up

Learning	from	the	effectiveness	of	the	Pentagon’s	2003	‘shock	and	awe’	Iraq	
campaign,	which	overwhelmed	Saddam	Hussein’s	well-equipped	army,	PLA	
strategists intend to match and eventually outstrip the US in conventional 
military	power.	They	believe,	with	some	justification,	they	have	found	a	
winning formula in outspending and outbuilding the US in naval ships, 
submarines and missiles while closing the gap in just about every other 
measure	of	military	capability.156  
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The country already boasts the world’s largest force of conventionally armed 
ballistic	and	cruise	missiles.	On	current	trends,	China’s	navy	will	have	roughly	
the same number of warships as the US by 2021 but with a higher proportion 
of	modern	ships.	Its	submarine	fleet	is	already	larger	and	the	navy	is	on	track	
to have 6 aircraft carriers by 2030, which would enable it to deploy four 
powerful carrier groups to support Beijing’s territorial claims in the East and 
South	China	Seas.157	This	means	that	forward	deployed	US	forces	in	Japan,	
South Korea, Guam and even Hawaii are now vulnerable to attack from 
Chinese bombers and missiles launched from the mainland, garrison islands in 
the	South	China	Sea	and	the	Chinese	fleet.	

Perhaps the greatest threat to US military pre-eminence is China’s single-
minded, strategic approach to developing the enabling technologies and 
capabilities crucial to future great power status, in contrast to the disjointed 
and	domestically	contested	US	approach.	Space	is	illustrative.	Once	a	space	
neophyte, the landing of a lunar explorer on the dark side of the moon in 
January,	2019	was	an	impressive	demonstration	of	China’s	determination	
to	become	this	century’s	space	power.158 The Chinese moon landing is the 
product of clear goals, sustained funding and programmatic stability while US 
space	policy	lacks	focus	and	waxes	and	wanes	with	the	political	tide.

Chinese	aircraft	carrier	Liaoning	exercising	in	the	West	Pacific.

Political warfare and ‘unrestricted’ war

Of even more concern to the US is the realisation that the PLA’s conventional 
military build-up is only one part of a wider strategy for entrenching China’s 
pre-eminence by mobilising all elements of national power in an adaptation 
of	political	warfare	that	states	have	practised	for	centuries.159 While 
interference	and	influence	operations	have	captured	the	headlines,	China’s	
expanding political warfare tool-kit includes a raft of other policy instruments 
that have been cleverly integrated into a whole of nation strategy that  
has	proved	difficult	for	the	US	and	the	West	to	combat.	They	include	
propaganda, aggressive diplomacy, sophisticated disinformation campaigns, 
media	manipulation,	subversion,	financial	inducements,	the	theft	of	IP,	
lawfare, coercion and the use of economic and military pressure for  
strategic	purposes.

China’s navy will have 
roughly the same number of 
warships as the US by 2021 
but with a higher proportion 
of	modern	ships.

China uses a whole-of-
nation	defence	strategy.
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The idea of ‘unrestricted 
warfare’ infuses the CCP’s 
thinking about how to 
confront and defeat a 
technologically superior foe 
by undermining its will and 
ability	to	resist.

Xi	has	elevated	interference	and	influence	operations	into	an	art	form,	
sowing discord in democratic societies and co-opting sympathetic or naïve 
elites while cocooning his own people inside thickening walls of repression 
and	control.	This	is	classical	asymmetric	warfare	because	it	plays	to	China’s	
strengths in political mobilisation and domestic control while exploiting the 
West’s	relative	openness,	tolerance	and	diversity.	The	US	has	been	hobbled	
in its response by a mixture of complacency, technological determinism, 
expensive legacy systems and self-imposed legal, cultural and political 
constraints that are necessary for the functioning, freedoms and legitimacy 
of	democratic	governments.

Political	warfare	is	not	just	a	strategy	for	undermining	the	West.	It	reflects	
the	ideology	of	an	insecure	state	that	feels	imperilled	by	liberal	values.	
In a comprehensive review of Xi’s stewardship, veteran China watcher 
Elizabeth Economy concludes that China’s president considers constitutional 
democracy, human rights, academic freedom, judicial independence and 
freedom	of	the	press	as	fundamental	threats.160 The accompanying idea of 
‘unrestricted	warfare’,	an	innovative	concept	articulated	by	two	influential	
PLA colonels in the late 1990s, infuses the CCP’s thinking about how to 
confront and defeat a technologically superior foe by undermining its will and 
ability	to	resist.

Colonels	Qiao	Liang	and	Wang	Xiangsui	argued	that	the	battlefield	had	
fundamentally	changed.	It	was	no	longer	a	place	where	militaries	met	and	
fought.	Instead,	society	itself	was	now	the	battlefield.	Future	wars	would	
inevitably encompass attacks on all elements of society without limits, using 
military force, coercion, pressure and both lethal and non-lethal means to 
compel	an	enemy	to	accept	one’s	interests.	The	barrier	between	soldiers	
and	civilians	would	be	erased	because	the	battle	would	be	everywhere.	The	
number	of	new	battlefields	would	be	“virtually	infinite,”	and	could	encompass	
environmental,	financial,	trade,	cultural	and	legal	warfare,	among	others.161

The ideas of Qiao and Wang stimulated the development of two important 
strategic	concepts	that	have	shaped	contemporary	PLA	planning	and	tactics.	
First	is	the	adoption	of	‘threshold’	or	‘tolerance’	warfare.	Its	central	idea	is	
to opportunistically seize territory or attack opponents without triggering 
an	overwhelming	response.162 Second, is the use of proxies to help achieve 
strategic	objectives.	Proxies	may	be	military	professionals	masquerading	as	
volunteers, or paramilitaries acting as spear-carriers and providing cloaking 
support	for	regular	forces.	Both	tactics	were	employed	in	the	stealthy	seizure	
and militarisation of disputed islands in the South China Sea, with China’s 
fishing	fleet	and	coast	guard	leading	the	way.163

The Pence indictment 

Recognising the breadth and seriousness of Beijing’s challenge, the incoming 
Trump administration determined to push back initially choosing national 
security	and	defence,	not	trade.	The	2017	National	Security	Strategy	(NSS)	
accused China of wanting “to shape a world antithetical to US values and 
interests”	and	“displace”	the	US	in	the	Indo-Pacific	region.	Foreshadowing	
the	punitive	tariffs	he	would	later	levy	on	China,	the	NSS	declared	that	the	
US would “counter all unfair trade practices that distort markets using all 
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The	2017	National	Security	
Strategy accused China of 
wanting “to shape a world 
antithetical	to	U.S.	values	
and	interests.”

Xi has elevated interference 
and	influence	operations	
into	an	art	form.
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Pence’s speech essentially 
reset the administration’s 
relationship with China from 
partnership	to	rivalry.	
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appropriate	means,	from	dialogue	to	enforcement	tools.”164 A few months 
later,	Trump’s	defence	strategy	doubled	down	on	the	NSS,	bluntly	casting	
China as a “revisionist power” and “strategic competitor” and accusing it of 
using “predatory economics to intimidate its neighbours while militarising 
features	in	the	South	China	Sea.”	The	administration	signalled	that	it	would	
respond	by	building	a	more	lethal	and	agile	force	“to	maintain	effective	
deterrence	without	dominance.”165	The	gloves	were	off.

Subsequent	headland	speeches	by	Vice	President	Mike	Pence	and	Secretary	
of State Mike Pompeo make abundantly clear that Washington’s main 
concern is China’s strategic ambition, transcending trade and technology 
differences.	They	accuse	Beijing	of	a	litany	of	sins,	notably,	the	unfair	use	
of industrial policy to dominate the commanding heights of the global 
economy; industrial scale cyber-attacks to steal US and Western secrets and 
IP; interference in US domestic politics; attempts to create a new hegemony 
in	the	Indo-Pacific;	and	the	use	of	political	warfare	to	undermine	the	social	
and	political	cohesion	of	the	US	and	its	democratic	allies.166

Of the two speeches, Pence’s is the most sweeping and authoritative 
statement of US grievances against China which has not been given the 
attention	it	deserves	in	the	academic	literature	or	mainstream	media.	The	
Vice President’s speech essentially reset the administration’s relationship with 
China from partnership to rivalry underlining how trade, tech and geopolitical 
disputes are morphing into a wider, more serious confrontation between the 
world’s	two	most	important	states.

Pence’s	criticisms	are	systemic,	bi-partisan	and	not	easily	addressed.	
He asserts that Washington has long supported and sponsored China’s 
remarkable rise by opening the US economy to China, bringing the country 
into the WTO, investing heavily in it and training a new generation of Chinese 
engineers,	business	leaders,	scholars	and	officials.	In	short,	the	US	helped	
rebuild	China.	But	in	return,	Beijing	modernised	its	manufacturing	base	“at	
the expense of its competitors, especially America,” and now seeks to control 
“90 percent of the world’s most advanced industries” (as evidenced by its 
Made	in	China	2025	strategy).	If	uncontested,	the	US	and	the	rest	of	the	world	
would	be	relegated	to	second	class	status	and	irreversible	decline.

Furthermore, declared Pence, China has attacked the foundations of US 
power	by	obtaining	American	IP	—	the	foundation	of	US	economic	leadership	
—	“by	any	means	necessary.”	Using	that	“stolen	technology”	and	“economic	
aggression” the Chinese Communist Party is turning “ploughshares into 
swords	on	a	massive	scale.”	China	wants	to	push	the	US	from	the	Western	
Pacific	and	prevent	it	from	coming	to	the	aid	of	allies.	Beijing	is	also	accused	
of	manipulating	and	malignly	influencing	US	politics,	academe,	business,	the	
media	and	even	Hollywood,	while	oppressing	its	own	people.	It	has	built	“an	
unparalleled surveillance state” (often with US technology), implemented an 
Orwellian	control	system	and	persecuted	religious	and	ethnic	minorities.	And	
it	has	bullied	weaker	states	to	advance	its	interests	through	debt	diplomacy.

In response, Pence promised that US power would be mobilised on a scale 
that	has	not	been	seen	since	the	beginning	of	the	Cold	War.	Pulling	no	

China has attacked the 
foundations of US power by 
obtaining	American	IP	—	the	
foundation of US economic 
leadership.	
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Economic nationalism, 
populist values and 
military strength are the 
cornerstones of Trump’s 
policy	approach.
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punches he vowed that the administration would strengthen the military; 
ensure continued dominance of space; demand fair and reciprocal trade 
deals; end the theft of American IP; advance the vision of a “free and 
open”	Indo-Pacific;	build	bonds	with	nations	that	share	US	values;	forge	
new bilateral trade deals; provide a “just” alternative to China’s debt-trap 
diplomacy	and	strengthen	foreign	investment	guidelines.	The	aim?	To	
persuade China’s leaders to change course and work with, not against, 
America	“to	meet	the	future	together.” 167

The	Pompeo	speech	is	equally	censorious	of	China’s	behaviour;	noting	the	
“fundamental	differences”	between	the	two	countries,	the	hostility	of	the	
CCP to the US and its values, the lack of respect for “fairness, the rule of 
law and reciprocity”, and the threat to America’s national security posed by 
China’s	“asymmetric	weapons.”168

Not	all	members	of	the	Washington	policy	elite	agree	with	this	critique	or	are	
enamoured of the administration’s characteristically assertive prosecution 
of	China	policy,	including	several	prominent	Republicans.169 They decry 
the shift from cooperation to confrontation, accept that both sides must 
share	the	blame,	and	fear	that	confrontation	will	become	a	self-fulfilling	
prophecy producing a “prolonged, costly and potentially dangerous struggle 
between	two	militarily	and	economically	powerful	states.”170 Others are 
critical	of	Trump	for	being	out	of	step	with	long	standing	US	foreign	policy.	
But	the	administration’s	stance	has	been	much	more	within	the	Jacksonian	
mainstream of US foreign policy than the idiosyncrasies of Trump’s 
negotiating	style	suggest,	or	his	critics	maintain.	Like	his	distant	predecessor,	
President	Andrew	Jackson,	economic	nationalism,	populist	values	and	military	
strength	are	the	cornerstones	of	Trump’s	policy	approach.171

Beijing returns fire

All signs point to a protracted rivalry that is more likely to escalate than 
de-escalate.	China’s	leaders	know	trade	is	the	spearhead	of	a	much	wider	
US	pushback	designed	not	merely	to	reduce	the	trade	deficit	but	to	prevent	
China	from	surpassing	America	as	this	century’s	leading	state.	“Trump’s	
actions have seriously agitated the Chinese leadership,” says prominent 
academic,	Shi	Yinhong.	They	now	realise	there’s	“no	chance	of	reaching	a	fair	
deal	with	the	US	for	the	foreseeable	future.	China	is	not	just	preparing	for	
a	protracted	trade	war	but	also	an	escalating	conflict.”172 A leaked internal 
report to Beijing’s top leaders in May 2020 warned that global anti-China 
sentiment led by America is the highest since the 1989 Tiananmen crackdown 
and	that	they	need	to	be	prepared	for	armed	confrontation	with	the	US.173

The	problem	for	Xi	is	that	he	has	limited	room	for	manoeuvre.	He	can’t	
afford	to	make	too	many	concessions	on	industry,	trade	and	strategic	policy	
for fear of attracting domestic opposition and derailing his ambition to 
make	China	the	leading	power	regionally,	by	2030,	and	globally,	by	2050.	
Uncharacteristically pushed onto the defensive by Trump’s Twitter blitz in 
the	early	stages	of	the	trade	dispute,	Chinese	officials	and	state	media	have	
become	more	assertive	across	a	broad	range	of	contentious	issues.	The	
US has been accused of stirring up trouble in Hong Kong by signing into 
law the 2019 Hong Kong Human Rights and Democracy Act which Beijing 

All signs point to a 
protracted rivalry that is 
more likely to escalate than 
de-escalate.

Chinese	officials	and	state	
media have become more 
assertive across a broad 
range	of	contentious	issues.	
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has	denounced	as	“meddling”,	threatening	unspecified	‘‘consequences.”174 
Chinese	officials	have	also	vowed	to	counter	any	moves	by	the	US	to	base	
intermediate	range	missiles	in	the	Pacific	and	castigated	Washington	for	
withdrawing	from	a	landmark	Intermediate	Range	Nuclear	Forces	Treaty.175

Fu	Cong,	a	senior	arms	control	official,	gave	voice	to	China’s	growing	concerns	
about US behaviour in late 2019, accusing Washington of “trying to contain 
and	seek	overwhelming	military	superiority”	over	China	“in	all	fields	and	
with all means imaginable”, and of “introducing political ideology into the 
international discourse on arms control and non-proliferation leading to 
heightened	risks	of	an	arms	race	and	confrontation.”	He	also	lambasted	the	
US for “Cold War thinking”, imposing unilateral sanctions with “extra-territorial 
jurisdiction in violation of international law” and undermining both bilateral 
and	multilateral	arms	control	and	non-proliferation	agreements.176

Cold War parallels

These	differences	are	more	than	just	rhetorical.	The	Pence	speech	outlines	
an	agenda	for	action	that	defines	the	contours	of	a	new	strategic	rivalry	that	
has clear parallels with the Cold War, heralding an unprecedented, whole-of-
government push-back against China on multiple policy fronts, redolent of 
Winston	Churchill’s	watershed	5	March	1946	‘Iron	Curtain’	declaration.177 The 
consequences	are	likely	to	be	as	profound	and	enduring.

The Cold War was essentially a confrontation between the two leading 
powers of the time (the US and Soviet Union) to shape the emerging 
international	order	and	determine	its	rules.	To	defend	the	liberal	international	
system and its underlying values the Truman administration sought to contain 
the Soviet Union, portraying its competition as an existential clash between 
“totalitarian	regimes”	and	“free	peoples.”	President	Eisenhower	continued	and	
refined	this	policy	evoking	the	derivative	image	of	a	‘Bamboo	Curtain’	veiling	
a	subordinate	threat	from	a	hostile,	communist	China	on	the	rise.

This led to a de facto division of the world into two opposing camps, with a 
significant	third	group	of	nominally	non-aligned	nations.	Democracies	were	
largely united in their opposition to the distinctly undemocratic Soviet empire 
and its satellite states with China emerging as a communist challenger to the 
Soviet	Union.	Neither	communist	state	could	prevail	economically	against	the	
demonstrable strengths of Western free markets which ultimately led to the 
Soviet Union’s demise and China’s 1979 decision to embrace a hybrid market 
system	“with	Chinese	characteristics”,	often	referred	to	as	state	capitalism.		

The twin themes of confrontation and containment are strikingly evident 
throughout	Pence’s	speech.	Other	commonalities	are	the	whole-of-
government response, a desire to cast the competition as one between 
contrasting values and global visions and the portrayal of the policy shift 
as	a	necessary	response	to	a	rival’s	aggression.	As	in	1946,	the	US	position	is	
fundamentally a defensive one in the face of a perceived threat from a rapidly 
modernising	and	expansionist	rival.	178

There	are,	of	course,	significant	differences.	China	has	supplanted	Russia	
as	the	main	threat.	“What	the	Russians	are	doing	pales	in	comparison	to	
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The Cold War twin themes 
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what	China	is	doing	across	this	country,”	says	Pence.	Strategic	competition	
between the US and the Soviet Union largely played out in the political and 
military	domains.	There	was	little	trade	between	the	two	competing	blocs.	
However, the core contest between the US and China is economic which 
means that trade, investment, technology and strategic industries are central 
to	today’s	rivalry.	At	its	high	point,	the	GDP	of	the	Soviet	Union	was	only	40	
percent	of	that	of	the	US.

But	China’s	is	already	at	65	percent	and	growing	rapidly.179 Between them, the 
US	and	China	account	for	around	40	percent	of	global	GDP.180 If either of these 
two	titans	sneezes	the	rest	of	the	world	catches	a	cold.181 Literally, in the case 
of	China,	as	the	coronavirus	ravages	the	world.	Another	notable	difference	
is the explosion in digital trade and communications which now connect 
the	world	but	have	also	become	areas	of	contestation.	The	US	and	China	are	
increasingly	at	loggerheads	about	who	will	control	the	digital	economy.182

The US and China are 
increasingly at loggerheads 
about who will control the 
digital	economy.
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Although the new Cold War 
is playing out across the 
world its geographic centre 
of	gravity	is	the	Indo-Pacific,	
not	Europe.

Figure 3.0: Economic Power Moving to Asia

Asian economic power is growing, shifting the world’s economic center of gravity to the East

Notes: GDP is measured at purchasing power parity. GDP and population figure are 2015 forecasts.
Sources: Global Policy (Vol. 2, Issue 1), IMF World Economic Outlook, UN Population Division; A.T. Keerney analysis
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Notes:	GDP	is	measured	at	purchasing	power	parity.	GDP	and	population	figure	are	2015	forecasts.
Sources:	Global	Policy	(Vol.	2,	Issue	1),	IMF	World	Economic	Outlook,	UN	Population	Division;	A.T.	Kearney	analysis
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Although the new Cold War is playing out across the world its geographic 
centre	of	gravity	is	the	Indo-Pacific,	not	Europe,	because	the	epicentre	
of	global	commerce	and	trade	has	moved	from	the	Atlantic	to	the	Pacific	
reflecting	Asia’s	rise	and	Europe’s	decline.	Moreover,	the	US	and	China	are	
both	Pacific	powers.	Their	rivalry	will	be	felt	most	keenly	in	the	Indo-Pacific,	
particularly in the maritime domain, where their interests collide and there 
are	several	potential	triggers	for	military	confrontation.	North	Korea	and	the	
East	and	South	China	Seas	are	the	most	likely	candidates.	But	Taiwan	and	
Hong	Kong	are	potentially	arenas	for	conflict	too,	and	not	just	because	of	
their	political	significance.	Taiwan	is	a	critical	technology	producer	for	the	US	
and	China.	Hong	Kong	is	China’s	financial	portal	to	the	world	and	the	US	dollar	
which	remains	the	dominant	currency	for	international	trade.
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Was the Cold War avoidable?

“It is hard to argue that a global Cold War that was to last for 
almost 50 years and threaten the obliteration of the world could 
not have been avoided. There were points along the way when 
leaders could have held back, especially on military rivalry and 
the arms race. But the ideological conflict at the root of the 
tension made such sensible thinking very difficult to achieve. 
People of good will on both sides believed that they were 
representing an idea whose very existence was threatened.  
It led them to take otherwise avoidable risks with their own  
lives and the lives of others.” – Odd Arne Westad,  
The New York Times 185 

A second geopolitical 
bifurcation of the world  
is	likely.

These	differences	do	not	invalidate	the	comparison	with	the	Cold	War	since	
no	historical	pattern	is	entirely	the	same	as	its	antecedent.	In	describing	
the	connection	between	war	and	the	quest	for	economic	and	geopolitical	
supremacy, George Modelski cautioned against interpreting historical 
patterns	or	cycles	as	history	repeating	itself.184 Although there is a regularity 
to each cycle, and common features, every cycle has novel, distinguishing hall 
marks	since	each	is	an	evolution	of	the	global	system.	What	is	important	are	
the	essential	commonalities.

There	are	six	that	matter.	First,	the	US-China	rivalry	is	between	the	world’s	
two most powerful states, one a liberal democracy and the other avowedly 
communist.	Second,	it	is	a	system	wide	contest	for	supremacy.	Third,	it	is	
about	ideology	(values)	as	well	as	national	power	(interests).	Fourth,	it	will	be	
a	multi-decade	struggle	for	global	ascendancy.	Fifth,	a	second	geopolitical	
bifurcation	of	the	world	is	likely.	Sixth,	neither	side	wants	a	full-scale	military	
confrontation.	In	short,	it	is	not	your	run-of-the-mill	great	power	conflict.	Only	
structurally	does	it	bear	comparison	with	other	great	power	conflicts	in	the	
modern	era.	Even	viewed	through	this	narrower	analytical	lens,	the	auguries	
do	not	bode	well	for	a	speedy	and	peaceful	resolution	of	Sino-US	differences.

The historical record

There is rich academic literature explaining why countries go to war or 
engage	in	hostilities.186 Although there are many theories and interpretations, 
it is generally accepted that a primary cause is the structural tension 
between independent states trying to maintain their security in a system 
where	there	is	no	supranational	authority	to	maintain	order.	The	weak	and	
vacillating	United	Nations	hardly	qualifies.	Harvard	scholar,	Graham	Allison	has	
popularised this structural problem (also known as the security dilemma) by 
describing it as Thucydides Trap, a reference to the great Athenian historian’s 
insights	into	the	causes	of	the	Peloponnesian	War	in	the	fifth	century	B.C.	
Thucydides observed that when a rising power threatens a ruling power the 
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result	is	often	war.	“It	was	the	rise	of	Athens,	and	the	fear	that	this	instilled	in	
Sparta,	that	made	war	inevitable.” 187

Of	course,	not	all	tensions	between	large	states	end	in	conflict	and	Allison	
has	his	detractors.188 They include Xi who has poured cold water on the 
thesis.	During	his	2015	visit	to	the	US,	Xi	said	“there	is	no	such	thing	as	the	
so-called	‘Thucydides	trap’	in	the	world.	But	should	major	countries	time	
and again make strategic miscalculations, they might create such traps for 
themselves.”189 Later, Xi was even more dismissive, arguing that: “We must all 
strive to avoid falling into the Thucydides Trap; the notion that a great power 
is bound to seek hegemony doesn’t apply to China, which lacks the gene that 
spawns	such	behaviour.” 190

However,	his	confidence	that	the	two	nations	will	reach	an	accommodation	
to	avoid	military	conflict	is	not	shared	by	Allison	whose	study	found	that	of	
the 16 cases examined in which a rising power threatened to displace a ruling 
power,	12	ended	in	major	war.	Of	the	four	that	didn’t,	one	was	the	Cold	War.	In	
the remaining three, the Thucydides Trap was either mitigated through open 
gestures	of	good	faith	and	genuine	negotiation,	by	finding	other	vehicles	for	
competition	or	by	one	state	facing	a	more	present	threat.	In	all	these	cases	
there was an understanding that the cost of falling into the Thucydides Trap 
would	have	been	too	high.191

Figure 3.1: Thucydides Trap 192

Of the 16 cases examined 
in which a rising power 
threatened to displace a 
ruling power, 12 ended in 
major	war.	
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Source: Evening Standard

Century Ruling power Rising power Result

Later 15th Portugal Spain No war

First half 16th France Hapsburgs War

16th & 17th Hapsburgs Ottoman Empire War

First half 17th Hapsburgs Sweden War

Mid-to-late 17th Dutch Republic England War

Late 17th to mid 18th France Great Britain War

Late 18th/early 19th UK France War

Mid-19th France & UK Russia War

Mid-19th France Germany War

Late 19th/early 20th China & Russia Japan War

Early 20th UK USA No war

Early 20th UK Germany War

Mid-20th USSR, France, UK Germany War

Mid-20th USA Japan War

1940s-1980s USA USSR No war

1990s-present UK & France Germany No war

Thucydides observed 
that when a rising power 
threatens a ruling power  
the	result	is	often	war.
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An	earlier	study	by	Jia	Quingguo	and	Richard	Rosecrance	came	to	a	similar	
conclusion.	Although	the	authors	were	personally	optimistic	that	US-China	
tensions	wouldn’t	lead	to	conflict,	in	six	out	of	the	seven	historical	cases	
they examined where a rising power challenged an existing one, war was 
the	outcome.	The	only	instance	of	a	great	power	replacing	an	incumbent	
hegemon	without	serious	conflict	was	when	the	US	overtook	Great	Britain	
in	1890.	Similar	cultural	and	political	values	played	a	large	role	in	determining	
that	outcome.193 

China’s leaders have long 
chafed at what they see as 
unwarranted interference in 
their	internal	affairs.	

The Jia and Rosencrance case studies

The six case studies of great power challenges in which war, or 
serious conflict, was the outcome were: Spain versus Holland 
in the 16th century; Holland versus England in the 17th century; 
Britain versus France in both the 18th and 19th centuries; France 
and Britain versus Germany in the 20th century; Germany versus 
Russia in 1914 and then again (as the Soviet Union) in 1941; and 
the Soviet Union versus the US and its allies in the Cold War 
after 1945. – Jia Qingguo and Richard Rosecrance, Global Asia 194

Opposing values and the psychology of conflict 

This	raises	the	question	of	whether	the	real	problem	in	US-China	relations	
is their diametrically opposed political systems and associated values, 
compounded	by	their	sense	of	exceptionalism.	This	is	the	clear	inference	to	
be drawn from the Pence and Pompeo speeches, which repeatedly stress the 
values	differences	between	the	US	and	China.	Since	the	2008-9	financial	crisis,	
China’s leaders have become far more critical of the perceived weaknesses 
of democracies and convinced of the superiority of their own authoritarian 
model, which privileges political stability and social order over the rights of 
the	individual	and	freedom	of	expression.

The problem becomes more acute when both suspect their rival of wanting 
to impose (undesirable) elements of their own system on the other or 
to	propagate	them	internationally.	These	perceptions	are	exacerbating	
US-China	tensions,	making	them	more	difficult	to	resolve.	China’s	leaders	
have long chafed at what they see as unwarranted interference in their 
internal	affairs	and	the	propensity	of	Americans	to	lecture	them	about	their	
behaviour	and	political	system.	Now	the	boot	is	on	the	other	foot	as	the	
Trump administration excoriates China for interfering in US domestic politics, 
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conducting political warfare and attempting to export its authoritarian model 
to	other	countries.195  

Barack Obama habitually underplayed the enormous residual power of the US 
perversely	fuelling	the	myth	that	China’s	paramountcy	is	pre-ordained.	Trump,	
however, has seized the psychological high ground, dominating the airwaves, 
forcing China onto the defensive and demonstrating that no other country 
can	match	the	disruptive	economic,	financial	and	military	power	at	his	
disposal.	The	weakness	of	this	approach	is	that	American	power	is	coming	to	
be associated with punitive ‘beggar thy neighbour’ policies that are alienating 
friends	as	well	as	adversaries	and	contributing	to	systemic	instability.

Interdependence doesn’t preclude war

None	of	this	bodes	well	for	a	peaceful	resolution	of	the	many	disputes	
threatening US-China ties, any of which could be a trigger for further 
confrontation.	Trade	and	technology	are	now	firmly	entrenched	as	arenas	
of	contestation.	The	clashing	geopolitical	ambitions	of	the	two	states	are	
fuelling	a	rivalry	that	could	be	even	more	dangerous	and	consequential	
than the Cold War, because the world is so much more connected and 
interdependent.

Liberals	believe	that	interdependence	makes	war	less	likely.	They	argue	that	
interdependent	states	would	rather	trade	than	fight,	fearing	the	loss	of	trade	
gains	and	the	costs	of	economic	readjustment.196This ignores Germany’s and 
Britain’s willingness to go to war in 1914 despite their strong economic and 
trading	relationship.	The	reality	is	that	high	levels	of	interdependence	can	
be peace-inducing, or war-inducing, depending on the importance of trade 
balanced	against	perceptions	of	vulnerability,	or	dependence,	on	a	rival.197 In 
the US-China rivalry, both nation’s fear of overdependence now outweighs 
the	perceived	benefits	of	interdependence.

The historical record suggests that although a hot war is not inevitable, it is 
a	distinct	possibility.	More	likely,	however,	is	a	festering	but	contained	rivalry	
between the US and China characteristic of a Cold War that remains below 
the	threshold	of	major	war	but	is	regularly	punctuated	by	proxy	conflicts,	
especially	in	cyberspace.198 Although more corrosive than explosive, this 
would usher in an extended period of great power competition that could 
roll back the gains from more than 70 years of trade liberalisation, disrupt 
global supply chains, Balkanise the internet and bifurcate the world into two 
mutually	incompatible	political	systems.

In the US-China rivalry, 
both nation’s fear of 
overdependence now 
outweighs the perceived 
benefits	of	interdependence.

This would usher in an 
extended period of great 
power competition that 
could roll back the gains 
from more than 70 years of 
trade	liberalisation.
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Chapter 4: Mitigating the 
new Cold War

These seven 
recommendations comprise 
a strategy for ameliorating 
US-China	conflict	and	the	
new	Cold	War.	

China is playing a full-
court power game which 
the US needs to match if 
democratic values and US 
national interests are to  
be	protected.

This report’s main argument is that the linked trade, technology and 
geopolitical disputes between the world’s two most powerful states are 
dangerously	destabilising.	Mitigating	the	consequences	of	the	new	Cold	
War won’t be easy, because of the hostility and mutual suspicion that now 
infects	almost	every	aspect	of	US-China	relations.	But	given	the	stakes,	
doing	nothing	is	not	an	option.	If	tensions	continue	to	fester,	it	will	become	
progressively	more	difficult	to	resolve	differences	and	find	circuit	breakers.

Preventing,	or	ameliorating,	worst	case	outcomes	will	require	the	US	and	
China	to	accommodate	each	other’s	strategic	interests	—	a	challenging	task	
complicated	by	diminished	trust,	their	different	values	and	world	views	
and	the	systemic	nature	of	their	confrontation.	Although	a	simmering	
rivalry is more likely than a hot war, this is hardly cause for relief or 
complacency.	A	second	Cold	War	could	be	worse	than	the	first	because	
of the interdependence of the US and Chinese economies, their centrality 
to global prosperity and the proliferation of dangerous military and digital 
technologies.

This	report	makes	seven	recommendations	for	de-risking	US-China	conflict.	It	
addresses	their	underlying	political	and	structural	causes,	identifies	emerging	
risks to the rules-based international order and outlines a strategy for 
their	attenuation.	No	strategy	can	hope	to	resolve	all	the	myriad	problems	
afflicting	US-China	relations,	no	matter	how	astutely	crafted	or	rigorously	
implemented.	The	aim	here	is	more	modest	—	to	illuminate	pathways	to	
compromise	and	renewed	habits	of	cooperation	by	making	an	explicit	effort	
to	understand	the	causes	of	their	differences	and	suggest	ways	of	mediating	
them	as	former	US	Secretary	of	State,	Henry	Kissinger,	urges.199 Although the 
core problem is bilateral, the rest of the world must be part of the solution 
since weaker states are more vulnerable to the economic and geopolitical 
fallout	from	a	new	Cold	War.

Recommendation 1: Protect democratic values and interests

The great failure of liberal democracies has been their inability to understand 
the	true	nature	of	the	Chinese	state	and	the	extent	of	its	strategic	ambition.	
Having	a	clear-eyed	view	of	China	is	an	essential	first	step	to	protecting	the	
foundational	values,	norms	and	institutions	of	the	liberal	international	order.	
These are clearly threatened by Beijing’s increasingly coercive behaviour, 
rising	military	power	and	mercantilist	instincts.

China was never going to be a responsible stakeholder in a Western designed 
international	system.	This	was	naïve	and	wishful	thinking	compounded	by	
greed.	The	lure	of	China’s	money	and	vast	consumer	market	blinded	many	to	
the	true	cost	of	doing	business	with	the	world’s	second	largest	economy.	But	
as	its	chief	beneficiary,	China	doesn’t	want	to	replace	the	existing	order.	Why	
go to the trouble when China can simply take it over, whole and intact?200  
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China’s goal is within reach as Washington retreats from key rules and 
standards	setting	international	institutions	leaving	Beijing	to	fill	the	vacuum.	
Chinese	nationals	control	four	of	the	15	specialised	UN	agencies:	the	
International Telegraphic Union, the Food and Agricultural Organisation, the 
UN	Industrial	Development	Organisation	and	the	International	Civil	Aviation	
Organisation.	In	March,	it	unsuccessfully	tried	to	seize	a	fifth:	the	World	
Intellectual	Property	Organisation.201 China’s economic success has been 
achieved at the expense of democracies – perversely, with their complicity – 
without	having	to	compromise	the	principles	of	the	party-state’s	conflicting	
socialist	system.

Chinese	leaders	proudly	identify	as	adherents	of	Marxism-Leninism.	Far	from	
aspiring to become more open and pluralist, they regard democracies as 
weak	and	failing.	The	liberal	tenets	of	free	speech,	judicial	independence,	
constitutional democracy and human rights are seen as anathema to social 
order, strong government and a threat to the primacy of the Communist 
Party.	Xi	Jinping	believes	in	the	innate	superiority	of	China’s	political	system	
and his version of manifest destiny – that China will inevitably become 
the	world’s	dominant	state.	Emboldened	by	his	country’s	newly	acquired	
economic, technological and military power Xi is determined to restore 
China to its former greatness and expunge the memories of a century of 
“humiliation”	at	the	hands	of	the	West.

A frank acknowledgement that the US and China are now adversaries 
is a necessary precondition for a realistic strategic accommodation that 
constrains	their	rivalry	and	avoids	worst	case	outcomes.	Fortunately,	we	are	
in	the	foothills	of	a	Cold	War	rather	than	its	frigid	heights.	There	is	still	time	
to	flatten	the	spiking	hostility	curve,	reverse	the	momentum	towards	conflict	
and	avoid	the	Thucydides	Trap,	if	there	is	sufficient	political	will	in	Washington	
and	Beijing.	Sceptics	who	argue	that	a	democracy	and	an	authoritarian	state	
can	never	find	the	requisite	accommodations,	ignore	the	lessons	of	history.	
Despite	their	differences	and	a	few	close	calls,	the	US	and	the	Soviet	Union	
found ways to work together and avoid a major war during their multi-
decade	confrontation.

However, believing that China will voluntarily change its behaviour is a recipe 
for self-deception and defeat that will only encourage Beijing to continue its 
predatory	and	coercive	practices.	China	is	playing	a	full-court	power	game	on	
a	scale	not	previously	seen	which	the	US	needs	to	match.	Otherwise	Beijing	
will	have	little	incentive	to	negotiate	or	change	tack.

The weakness of Trump’s pushback is his unwillingness to enlist the support 
of	like-minded	countries.	Democracies	need	to	act	collectively	and	construct	
coalitions of the willing when China acts in ways that are detrimental to the 
rules-based	order.	The	British	proposal	for	a	D10	–	the	G7	democracies	plus	
Australia, India and South Korea – to coordinate approaches to trade and tech 
challenges has merit and could be a template for closer cooperation in other 
fields.	The	aim	must	be	to	build	a	workable	and	sustainable	relationship	with	
China	that	acknowledges	differences	but	preserves	the	sovereignty	and	core	
interests	of	democracies.

Coalitions of like-minded 
countries can build a 
workable and sustainable 
relationship with China  
that acknowledges 
differences	but	preserves	 
all nations’ sovereignty  
and	core	interests.	
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Although some measure of competition is unavoidable, the US and China 
need	to	find	ways	to	reduce	tensions	and	better	manage	strategic	risk	so	
they	don’t	move	past	the	point	of	no	return	in	their	‘rolling	retaliation’.	If	
the geopolitical fallout of the COVID-19 virus continues to aggravate their 
relationship, the trade and tech wars may turn out to be only a skirmish in a 
bigger	fight	with	much	higher	stakes	and	costs	to	both	countries	and	the	rest	
of	the	world.202 

The	damaging	consequences	of	a	second	Cold	War	should	be	a	priority	
agenda item in their bilateral strategic dialogue aimed at changing mindsets 
and	risk/reward	calculations,	prerequisites	to	reversing	the	dangerous	trend	
towards	conflict.	Xi	has	confidently	dismissed	the	likelihood	of	falling	into	
Thucydides Trap, but the downward spiral in relations suggests this is now 
a	real	possibility.	Both	sides	need	to	tone	down	the	inflammatory	public	
rhetoric	that	permeates	official	exchanges,	inciting	hostile	media	commentary	
and	fuelling	further	rounds	of	the	blame	game.	Words	are	bullets	in	
diplomacy.	Resisting	the	urge	to	demonise	or	publicly	blame	each	other	 
for real or imagined sins would help arrest the worrying descent into  
open	conflict.

Recommendation 2: Maintain a military edge 

If China prefers a system based on power, rather than rules, the US must 
maintain a military edge to deter adventurism and raise the costs of 
geopolitical	coercion	and	threshold	warfare.	Otherwise,	there	will	be	little	to	
prevent	China	from	taking	what	it	wants	by	force	or	stealth.	During	the	first	
Cold War, Western norms and institutions were underpinned by American 
military	power,	which	dwarfed	that	of	most	other	nations.	This	disparity	was	
even more pronounced at the turn of the century when the US led in just 
about	every	significant	measure	of	military	strength.	But	the	steady	erosion	
of this peerless advantage has reached the point where the US might not 
prevail	in	a	limited	conflict	with	China	in	the	Western	Pacific,	where	the	US	
navy	once	ruled	supreme.

American hubris, overstretch, complacency, division and triumphalism have 
all	played	a	role	in	this	decline.	The	US	frittered	away	its	conventional	military	
superiority	in	the	global	war	on	terror	and	draining	conflicts	in	Afghanistan	
and the Middle East while failing to recapitalise and innovate for the wars 
of	the	future,	or	to	prepare	for	the	rise	of	authoritarian	competitors.	Beijing	
has poured enormous resources into decades-long defence modernisation 
programs dramatically improving its strategic reach and shifting the regional 
balance	of	power	in	its	favour.	China	will	soon	attain	military	parity	with	the	
US	in	Asia	perhaps	as	early	as	2025.

Trump	has	begun	to	redress	US	military	decline	by	significantly	increasing	the	
defence	budget.	But	there	are	doubts	that	these	increases	can	be	sustained	
as resources are diverted to post-COVID stimulus spending to aid economic 
recovery	which	will	push	the	US	budget	deficit	into	unchartered	territory.	
Leading Democrats are calling for reductions in defence spending to fuel 
social	programs.	Regardless	of	who	wins	the	coming	presidential	election,	
the next administration may have to recapitalise the military with reduced, or 
flatlining,	defence	budgets.

CHAPTER 4: MITIGATING THE NEW COLD WAR

For the US to maintain a 
military	edge,	it	requires	
a	more	lethal,	flexible,	
technologically advanced, 
distributed, networked and 
resilient	military	strategy.
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This can’t be done without rethinking a military strategy that is too reliant 
on	a	small	number	of	highly	capable	but	expensive	and	difficult	to	replace	
ships,	aircraft,	satellites	and	land-based	combat	systems.	America	needs	a	
different	kind	of	military	–	one	that	is	more	lethal,	flexible,	technologically	
advanced,	distributed,	networked	and	resilient.	A	force	optimised	for	the	
digital	battlefield	of	tomorrow	should	be	constructed	around	large	networks	
of	smaller,	cheaper,	agile	and	more	expendable	autonomous	systems.203 

The	US	must	also	revitalise	its	much-diminished	defence	industrial	base.	In	
1991,	there	were	107	major	defence	firms.	A	decade	later	there	were	only	
five.	Between	2011	and	2015,	17,000	companies	left	the	defence	business	
altogether.204	A	2018	White	House	report	identified	more	than	300	specific	
vulnerabilities ranging from the mundane (sourcing material to make tents 
and uniforms) to the strategic (rare earths critical for high end military 
equipment	like	radars,	directed	energy	weapons,	laser	weapons,	smart	
bombs	and	drones).205 In many cases, the main or sole suppliers are Chinese 
which puts the US in the untenable position of being reliant on an adversary 
for	minerals	and	components	critical	to	its	military.

To counter China’s growing military power and maintain the rules-based 
order the US must rejuvenate its fraying global alliance system and seek 
new	strategic	partners	in	Asia.	Long	standing	allies	like	Japan	and	Australia	
need reassurance a more transactional US approach to allies will not impose 
onerous	financial	costs	on	them	that	undermine	domestic	political	and	public	
support for the alliance or draw them into high-risk, low-return disputes with 
China	that	do	not	threaten	their	core	interests.

More	diverse	and	flexible	strategic	relationships	are	needed	to	help	constrain	
China’s	hegemonic	ambitions,	such	as	the	four-nation	security	quadrilateral	
which	brings	together	the	US,	India,	Japan	and	Australia.	Less	formal	and	
structured than an alliance, and without its mutual obligations, the Quad is 
a loose collection of democracies united in their support for a “free, open, 
prosperous	and	inclusive	Indo-Pacific”.206 If China disregards the sovereign 
rights and freedoms of regional states, other Asian middle-powers will 
coalesce	around	support	for	a	rules-based	regional	order.	Although	they	 
are unlikely to confront China directly because of the disparities in size  
and power, Southeast Asian middle powers like Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Singapore	and	Vietnam	do	not	want	to	see	the	Western	Pacific	turned	 
into	a	Chinese	lake.

Recommendation 3: Manage decoupling to minimise disruption

The US is moving aggressively to decouple from China-controlled supply 
chains	for	trade,	security	and	existential	reasons.	No	area	of	the	relationship	
will	be	immune.	Other	countries	are	set	to	follow	because	business	as	usual	
is	no	longer	an	option	in	a	post	COVID-19	world.	The	coronavirus	crisis	has	
exposed the fragility of just-in-time supply chains and the folly of relying 
upon	a	single	country	for	critical	goods	and	infrastructure.

Some degree of economic separation is unavoidable and, indeed, necessary 
to preserve the integrity of a robust, open trading system and democratic 
values,	freedoms	and	institutions.	This	is	not	a	rejection	of	trade,	but	
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Asian middle powers have a 
role to play in promoting a 
rules-based regional order 
for ensuring a free, open, 
prosperous and inclusive 
Indo-Pacific.

Decoupling is not an 
attempt to isolate China, 
but rather to establish a 
sustainable relationship 
between competitor  
states	with	different	 
political	systems.
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a	rethinking	of	its	architecture	and	norms	as	well	as	interdependence.	
Decoupling is not an attempt to isolate China or deny it a position of 
influence	in	the	world,	but	rather	to	establish	a	sustainable	relationship	
between	competitor	states	with	different	political	systems.	It	must	be	
managed	in	such	a	way	that	70	years	of	trade	benefits	are	preserved,	and	 
the	US-China	relationship	is	not	sacrificed	on	the	altars	of	ideology	 
and	nationalism.

US dependence on China for a range of critical technologies and goods 
has become a major security liability and must be reversed because Beijing 
has shown a willingness to exploit trade and investment for geopolitical 
purposes.	Many	other	countries	have	become	overly	dependent	on	China	for	
pharmaceuticals,	medical	equipment,	automotive	parts,	computers	and	smart	
phones making them more vulnerable than the US because they don’t have 
its	countervailing	power.	China	has	practised	a	form	of	decoupling	for	many	
years, by carefully avoiding dependencies, creating protective trade barriers 
and positioning itself to control strategic areas of the economy – from rare 
earths	and	pharmaceuticals	to	advanced	manufacturing.	Its	success	has	been	
due, in no small part, to US and European neglect of national capabilities and 
a	reluctance	to	confront	China’s	dirigiste	impulses.

Xi’s leadership ambitions won’t be realised if he continues to undermine the 
principles,	rules	and	transparency	that	are	central	to	fair	and	open	trade.	In	
combat,	when	one	side	finds	itself	outflanked	and	in	danger	of	defeat,	the	
prudent	course	of	action	is	to	disengage,	secure	one’s	flanks	and	prepare	for	
the next battle while seeking a negotiated settlement that both sides can 
live	with	—	since	wars	are	fought	for	political	objectives.	Decoupling	is	the	
equivalent	in	trade	economics.	The	end	game	must	be	a	new	modus	vivendi	
between the US and China, based on hard-headed realism and not fanciful 
notions that China will inevitably democratise as it becomes wealthier, or that 
the	US	will	willingly	cede	power	to	an	autocratic	challenger.

China	appears	to	have	made	its	choice.	If	Xi	is	not	prepared	to	address	global	
concerns about the undesirable elements of his country’s trade and industrial 
policies,	the	US	will	push	back	even	harder.	But	a	more	astute	approach	to	
decoupling	is	required.	Democracies	need	to	embrace	common	approaches	
to managed decoupling that still permit global engagement and open trade 
with one another and China, while building a new consensus for reform of 
trade	and	technology	governance.

Finding the right balance between risk reduction and cost reduction is a 
conundrum	facing	every	policy	maker	in	the	world	requiring	thought,	and	
refinement,	before	a	new	equilibrium	is	reached.	There	is	no	one-size-fits-
all	formula	for	managed	decoupling.	Each	nation	will	have	to	assess	its	
own	needs	and	capabilities,	but	the	trend	is	unmistakeable.	There	will	be	a	
much	higher	priority	on	self-reliance	and	national	resilience.	These	will	be	
the guiding principles in a product and industry-wide reassessment of the 
capabilities	required	for	security,	development	and	critical	public	goods.	A	
renewed focus on strategic industries and national champions is likely along 
with	pressure	to	deliver	new	social	contracts	in	democracies.	But	global	
supply chains will continue to underpin international trade, albeit with higher 
levels	of	redundancy.	207 

Managed decoupling 
requires	a	balancing	of	 
risk reduction and cost  
as countries seek  
more self-reliance and 
national	resilience.
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Every	effort	must	be	made	to	keep	decoupling	within	manageable	limits	
to contain the damage to US-China relations, value chains and the world 
economy.	It	must	be	done	with	a	surgeon’s	scalpel	not	a	blacksmith’s	
hammer.	A	hard	decoupling	would	not	only	delay	and	complicate	global	
economic	recovery.	It	could	also	sow	the	seeds	for	a	second	global	recession,	
or even depression, as the US-China trade and tech wars would likely 
intensify, further fracturing global supply chains, reducing international 
cooperation	and	opening	up	new	arenas	of	conflict	and	contestation.	Once	
decoupled, countries have less incentive to work together on other issues 
and	interests.208		Trade	diversion	is	likely	to	backfire	if	it	pushes	US	trade	 
deficits	with	102	countries	onto	China.	And	a	hard	decoupling	won’t	 
resolve multilateral trade imbalances, the root cause of the US trade  
deficit	with	China.209 

Preventing	these	outcomes	will	require	a	major	effort	by	the	US	and	Chinese	
policy	communities,	global	economic	and	trade	institutions	and	influential	
middle	powers.	Even	as	Washington	looks	for	ways	to	minimise	exposure	
to China risk, it should consider constructive measures to persuade Beijing 
to	change	course	or	moderate	its	mercantilist	practices.210 Both countries 
should discuss the disruptions to their economies that a hard decoupling 
would	entail.	Middle	powers	can	make	their	voices	heard	by	ensuring	that	
decoupling	is	a	priority	agenda	item	in	influential	economic	and	trade	
meetings	such	as	the	G7,	G20	and	East	Asia	Summit.

Recommendation 4: Reform the WTO

Already under duress from China’s mercantilism and the Trump 
administration’s	tariff	wars,	the	international	trading	system	is	likely	to	 
be further weakened by rising protectionism and a renewed emphasis  
on	self-reliance	as	pandemic	afflicted	countries	re-shore,	and	ring-fence,	 
the production of goods deemed vital for national security and  
economic	resilience.

If Trump is successful in pinning the blame on China for causing the pandemic 
and forcing the world into a deep recession, electoral politics may cause him 
to	erect	trade	barriers	and	initiate	a	new	round	of	the	tariff	wars,	playing	
to	his	populist	base.	He	certainly	won’t	be	a	white	knight	riding	to	the	
rescue of the multilateral trading system in the manner of his Republican 
predecessor,	George	W.	Bush,	during	the	2008	global	financial	crisis.211 A Biden 
administration could be even tougher on trade policy if China becomes a 
defining	election	issue	as	seems	likely.

Time is of the essence for the WTO to provide leadership in stepping up 
efforts	to	ensure	mutually	beneficial	global	trade.	For	all	its	flaws,	the	WTO	
and its predecessors have presided over an unparalleled era of growth and 
prosperity.	Global	value	chains	accounted	for	73	percent	of	the	rapid	growth	
in	global	trade	between	1993	and	2013.212 The problem is that the WTO is no 
longer	fit-for-purpose.	There	is	a	broad	agreement	that	the	organisation,	as	
presently	constructed,	is	moribund	and	unable	to	fulfil	its	primary	role	of	
ensuring	“that	trade	flows	as	smoothly,	predictably	and	freely	as	possible.”213  
With the impending appointment of a new WTO director-general, the 
opportunity	exists	to	reform	the	role	of	the	WTO.
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Rather than discarding the 
WTO, a “third way” would 
involve leveraging  
plurilateral agreements  
such	as	the	CPTPP.
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Of the WTO’s multiple functions, the two most important are to reduce or 
eliminate trade barriers by facilitating comprehensive multilateral rule-setting 
negotiations	and	dispute	settlement.	The	challenge	for	the	WTO’s	broad-
based	trade	rule-setting	process	is	the	requirement	for	unanimous	member	
support	for	an	initiative	amongst	164	members.	

Yet, new trade rules are becoming increasingly urgent for services (now more 
than 50 percent of the global economy and still poorly covered by WTO 
rules), investment, digital trade, industrial subsidies, intellectual property 
protection	and	a	litany	of	non-tariff	measures	used	regularly	by	countries	
to	protect	domestic	industries.	In	its	current	form	and	with	its	existing	
membership, there is no realistic possibility of new rule-setting within 
the	WTO	by	unanimous	multilateral	agreement.	Indeed,	the	WTO	has	not	
concluded a single comprehensive round of multilateral negotiations in its 
entire	history.	The	last	successful	multilateral	round	was	the	Uruguay	Round	
(1994)	which	was	conducted	by	the	GATT	and	established	the	WTO.	

So, what role can the WTO play and where do we go next? Out of necessity, 
bilateral	trade	agreements	have	flourished	in	the	last	30	years	and	new	
plurilateral groupings have developed, which potentially hold the key to the 
future	of	trade	rule-setting.

Sectoral agreements such as the Information Technology Agreement (ITA), 
which was initially concluded in 1996 by 29 members and now involves 82 
members and 97 percent of trade in IT products, suggest that groupings 
of	like-minded	nations	can	achieve	consensus	on	certain	issues.	There	is	a	
chance that current negotiations such as the e-commerce agreement that 
now involves 49 members, can be concluded without becoming too complex 
or	too	diluted	to	be	useful,	although	there	are	major	differences	between	
the	US	and	China	on	the	definition	of	and	extent	to	which	they	are	willing	to	
implement	free	digital	trade.214 But the Trade in Services Agreement (TISA) 
that started in 2012 and involved 23 parties is now defunct after President 
Trump	pulled	the	US	out	of	negotiations.

Geographic	bloc	negotiations	such	as	the	ASEAN	Free	Trade	Area	(AFTA),	
the new African Continental Free Trade Area (ACFTA) and even the United 
States-Mexico-Canada	Agreement	(USMCA)	offer	hope	that	nations	with	
similar	interests	can	still	find	agreement.	More	ambitious	agreements	such	as	
the	Trans-Pacific	Partnership	(TPP)	and	its	successor,	the	Comprehensive	and	
Progressive	Agreement	for	Trans-Pacific	Partnership	(CPTPP),	set	the	stage	for	
higher	quality	trade	agreements	that	cater	to	both	developed	and	developing	
nations and cover contemporary trade issues such as trade in services, 
e-commerce	and	telecommunications.	Although	the	state-owned	enterprise	
chapter does not go far enough in addressing subsidies, in the post-COVID 
environment of government-targeted essential industries, the CPTPP’s 
relatively loose treatment of government subsidies may have suddenly, and 
ironically,	become	a	unique	selling	proposition.

Many of these agreements use the WTO rule-set as their foundation, 
underlining the importance of maintaining members’ commitment to 
these	rules	and	the	WTO’s	supervision	of	their	implementation.	Rather	than	
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discarding the WTO and its rule-set, there is growing consensus that a “third 
way” would involve leveraging the plurilateral agreements that have been 
achieved to include more countries willing to sign up to their commitments, 
with the WTO providing advisory support to achieve expanded membership 
of plurilateral agreements, potentially a more workable majority agreement 
mechanism	and	without	the	concept	of	“developing	country”	status.

Additionally, new draft “model” agreements such as the ideal US-UK Free 
Trade Agreement215	promote	a	different	approach	to	trade	between	nations	
that are at similar levels of development, have similar legal systems and 
therefore	don’t	require	“harmonisation”.		The	model	agreement	is	predicated	
on	mutual	recognition	of	standards	and	qualifications	such	that	all	goods	and	
services are considered tradeable (which reverses the presumption of most 
trade	agreements).	This	is	similar	to	the	approach	used	in	the	Australia	New	
Zealand	Closer	Economic	Agreement	(ANZCERTA)	which	enshrined	mutual	
recognition	in	a	number	of	areas.

The WTO’s Dispute Settlement Mechanism (DSM) is now mired in a political 
dispute about judicial overreach, with the US withholding its approval for 
appointments	to	the	appellate	body.	Even	before	the	stalemate,	there	were	
challenges with enforcement of rulings made within a Western legal system 
in Geneva upon nations that do not subscribe to or even recognise that legal 
framework.

Frustrated members have already started to take matters into their own 
hands,	in	the	absence	of	US	cooperation	on	the	issue.	In	May,	China	joined	18	
other members, including the European Union, Canada, Australia, Singapore 
and Hong Kong, in launching a temporary DSM that does not include the US, 
known	as	the	multi-party	interim	appeal	arbitration	arrangement	(MPIA).216 
This approach will develop further with implementation and paves the 
way	for	the	WTO	to	outsource	the	appellate	body’s	functions	to	qualified	
professional	organisations	agreed	by	the	disputing	parties.

Even	if	the	WTO	cannot	fulfil	its	original	mandate	of	negotiating	
comprehensive multilateral agreements, it has been successful in providing 
utility to the global trading system through its trade facilitation, technical 
assistance,	capacity	building	and	information	sharing	programs.	Its	trade	
facilitation program has delivered billions (if not trillions) in global economic 
benefits,	especially	for	developing	countries	and	small	and	medium-
sized	enterprises.	There	are	good	reasons	to	maintain	the	WTO	rule-set,	
governance	mechanisms	and	utilities	that	have	been	developed	since	1948.	
But where we go from here on trade agreements needs a new approach, 
drawing	on	the	advances	made	by	recent	plurilateral	agreements.

Recommendation 5: Strengthen international cooperation, middle power 
diplomacy and ‘back channels’

The US and China’s determination to resolve their trade and tech disputes 
bilaterally	reflects	not	just	their	leaders’	preferences,	but	a	global	swing	
in sentiment away from multilateral cooperation as disillusionment with 
globalisation	fuels	the	rise	of	nationalism	and	nativism.	However,	making	
the	US	and	China	great	again	can’t	be	at	the	world’s	expense.	Neither	
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unilateralism,	nor	bilateralism,	are	panaceas	for	globalisation’s	shortcomings.	
International	cooperation	is	essential	to	achieving	equitable	and	enduring	
solutions	to	complex	global	problems.

Should US and Chinese leaders be unwilling to embrace change, the 
aftermath of the coronavirus pandemic will present new opportunities 
for	meaningful	and	effective	middle-power	diplomacy.	Following	Trump’s	
decision to withdraw the US from the TPP, the other 11 members worked 
together to rescue the deal and keep it open to future US membership in 
the hope that Trump might change his mind or a new administration would 
decide	to	re-join.	Although	China	is	not	a	member	because	it	cannot	yet	
meet the TPP’s high standards on IP and investment, the willingness to keep 
the TPP alive with inducements for China and the US to join at a later stage 
shows	that	international	cooperation	on	trade	is	not	dead.	The	rest	of	the	
world should not be cowed into inaction if the US and China are unwilling, or 
unable,	to	bridge	their	differences.

Partnering	with	influential	international	institutions	like	the	WTO,	UN	and	
World	Bank,	Asia’s	middle	powers	should	use	their	collective	influence	
and diplomacy to warn the US and China that they need to reverse their 
escalating	rivalry,	tone	down	their	inflammatory	language,	re-engage	and	
use	the	existing	multilateral	architecture	to	find	constructive	solutions	to	
their	disputes.	If	Cold	War	I	was	largely	a	transatlantic	European	affair,	Cold	
War	II	is	likely	to	be	more	transpacific	and	Asia-centric.	Middle	powers	should	
take their concerns and work to place them on the agenda of the East Asia 
Summit,	Asia’s	premier	multilateral	institution.

The EAS is the only leader-led conference at which all key partners meet 
to discuss the full range of political, security and economic challenges 
confronting	the	region.	Representing	more	than	half	the	world’s	population,	
and accounting for nearly 60 percent of global GDP, the EAS’s membership, 
remit, broad networks and leadership status makes it ideally placed to discuss 
the	strategic	issues	at	the	heart	of	US-China	tensions.217 It shouldn’t be too 
much of a stretch to extend the EAS agenda to include some of the other 
sources	of	US-China	tensions	such	as	cyber	threats	and	IP	protection.	This	
could	take	the	form	of	a	leader’s	initiative	by	the	host	country,	or	requests	by	
like-minded member states to place these issues onto the agenda of the EAS 
Economic	Ministers’	Meeting.

A key component of European security during the Cold War was the 
development	of	a	comprehensive	set	of	Confidence	Building	Measures	
(CBMs)	to	reduce	the	risk	of	conflict,	increase	trust	and	encourage	greater	
openness	and	transparency.	Borrowing	from	the	Cold	War	playbook,	
Washington and Beijing should draw upon their resident diplomatic 
expertise	and	the	wider	international	community	to	develop	a	fit-for-
purpose suite of geopolitical, trade and technology CBMs to make their 
intentions	and	behaviour	more	calculable	and	predictable.218 They could be 
formulated bilaterally, or through established non-government institutional 
arrangements that have a proven record of feeding well formulated 
policy	ideas	into	government.	If	necessary,	new	regional	or	international	
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architecture could be created to focus exclusively on the most tendentious 
aspects	of	their	disputes.

Middle powers should prioritise a set of geopolitical CBMs to reduce tensions 
in	the	Western	Pacific	and	reverse	the	dangerous	militarisation	of	disputed	
islands in the South and East China Seas which could easily trigger a serious 
confrontation	between	the	US	and	China	to	the	detriment	of	the	region.	An	
initial step would be to proscribe the deployment of major weapons systems, 
military aircraft, ships (including coast guard vessels) and submarines to 
these	islands.	Follow	up	CBMs	would	build	trust	by	developing	verification	
measures and setting out a pathway for the joint development of disputed 
maritime	resources	and	the	shelving	of	territorial	claims.

But	conflict	prevention	and	crisis	management	cannot	be	left	entirely	to	
governments.	They	do	not	have	all	the	answers	and,	in	fact,	may	be	part	of	
the	problem.	The	growth	of	supporting,	semi-official	(Track	1.5)	and	non-
official	(Track	2)	institutions	and	processes	for	‘back-channel’	diplomacy	has	
been	particularly	marked	in	Asia.	Collectively,	they	have	made	a	significant	
contribution to strategic problem solving and should be enlisted as a source 
of	policy	ideas,	advice	and	technical	expertise.

The	Council	for	Security	Cooperation	in	the	Asia	Pacific	(CSCAP)	is	one	
of	the	most	prominent	and	influential	of	the	second	track	processes	that	
now	abound	in	the	region.219 Its membership, structure, connections and 
operational model are well suited to developing ideas for ameliorating the 
Cold	War.

Chinese	and	US	academics,	technical	specialists	and	former	officials	have	
been heavily engaged in the CSCAP process which feeds directly into 
the Asean Regional Forum (ARF), Asia’s foremost multilateral security 
arrangement.	CSCAP	uses	a	flexible,	issues-oriented	working	group	model	
which	could	be	adapted	to	cover	the	geopolitical	causes	and	ramifications	of	
US-China	rivalry,	an	issue	that	has	already	drawn	the	organisation’s	interest.220 
Other CSCAP initiatives could include the establishment of working groups to 
study,	and	recommend	ways	of	reducing	the	disruptive	effects	of	decoupling	
and	trade	disputes	which	could	be	taken	up	in	the	EAS.

Recommendation 6: Develop new cyber and tech rules, protocols  
and agreements

China has made no secret of its desire to control the digital infrastructure 
of the future to realise its global ambitions and protect the CCP’s political 
monopoly	at	home.	Party	leaders	have	cleverly	exploited	the	laissez-faire	
nature of global capital markets and “bottom-line” driven Western business 
models to orchestrate an unprecedented transfer of ICT manufacturing from 
developed	economies,	to	China,	in	less	than	two	decades.

Today, most new innovations coming out of Silicon Valley cannot be 
manufactured	unless	they	are	produced	in	China.221 China’s leaders are 
determined	to	win	the	tech	equivalent	of	an	arms	race	with	the	US,	investing	
a	staggering	US$1.4	trillion	over	the	next	six	years	in	fifth	generation	wireless	
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networks, cameras, sensors, and AI software as well as other strategic 
infrastructure.222 Much of this technology will be directed towards its 
domestic mass surveillance system and the export version it wants to embed 
in	a	new	internet	protocol.

This sophisticated and well-resourced strategy to hardwire its values and 
technology	into	the	world’s	digital	architecture	poses	two	linked	challenges.	
First, China’s authoritarian friendly concept of cyber sovereignty runs counter 
to	the	established	internet	norms	of	openness	and	inclusiveness.	Second,	if	
China is successful in dominating the future information highway and creating 
tech dependencies, other nations will be relegated to a subordinate role as 
technology	takers,	putting	at	risk	their	economic	vitality	and	independence.	
Information is this century’s oil – a critical lubricant for industry, commerce 
and	modern	society.

To prevent these outcomes, democracies should work towards cyber and 
technology	standards	that	preserve	an	open,	free,	safe	and	secure	internet.	
They	need	to	quickly	reach	consensus	on	how	digital	infrastructure	and	the	
internet	should	be	regulated	for	the	benefit	of	all	rather	than	allowing	China	
to	drive	standards	towards	its	preferred	model	of	controlled	surveillance.	
Digital	infrastructure	is	an	essential	enabler	of	freedoms	and	innovation.	
Its openness and accessibility must be proactively maintained whilst also 
adequately	regulated.	The	US	should	take	the	lead	in	opposing	China’s	new	
internet	proposal	because	it	would	bake	authoritarianism	into	the	Internet.	
But	Washington	needs	to	think	about	ways	of	improving	the	efficiency	and	
security of the world wide web without damaging the open architecture and 
inclusiveness	intrinsic	to	its	success.

Beyond the internet, there is a pressing need to develop a comprehensive set 
of global rules, standards and norms in cyber-space and associated areas of 
technology	and	industry.	Unlike	trade	and	geopolitics,	which	have	established	
rules	and	processes	for	managing	differences,	cyber	and	technology	
governance	is	fragmented.	In	some	areas	it	barely	exists.	To	prevent	the	loss	
of global connectivity stemming from the emergence of a ‘digital iron curtain’ 
separating the world into two competing technology blocs, a serious attempt 
must	be	made	to	identify	areas	for	cooperation	and	compromise.	Governance,	
cyber-theft of commercial IP, dual-use technologies, grey-zone practices,  
the risk of a Balkanised internet and the prevention of tech wars  
all merit consideration for inclusion in a global cyber and technology  
policy	agenda.

The breadth and complexity of these linked concerns makes it all but 
impossible	to	discuss	them	under	one	roof.	An	initial	task	is	to	determine	
which	existing	fora	or	dialogues	have	the	requisite	expertise	and	political	
clout to consider, advise or adjudicate contentious cyber-tech issues and 
whether	new	institutions	and	processes	are	needed.	Then,	the	full	suite	of	
multilateral tools at the disposal of the international community, from CBMs 
to	information	exchanges,	first	and	second	track	dialogues	and	Preventive	
Diplomacy	need	to	be	mobilised.	The	ARF’s	Inter-Sessional	Meeting	on	ICT	
Security,	co-chaired	by	Japan,	Singapore	and	Malaysia	is	an	example	of	a	
multilateral	process	which	could	be	used	to	develop	cyber-tech	CBMs.223  
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The sources of many of today’s cyber threats are non-state actors, so any 
new approach to creating rules-based frameworks and protocols around 
cyber and tech issues will have to involve non-state actors, especially leading 
multinationals.	Rather	than	pursuing	an	exclusively	top-down	or	bilateral	
approach, governments should also work from the bottom-up by  
establishing public-private partnerships to address and resolve sectoral  
and	technical	differences.

A	pertinent	example	is	the	critical	infrastructure	certification	process	China	
uses that exposes foreign companies and their technology to cyber-intrusion 
by	Chinese	state	and	non-state	actors	and	jeopardises	their	IP.224 This is a 
major US concern which featured in the USTR’s section 301 investigation 
and	US-China	trade	discussions.	If	the	US	and	China	can	negotiate	fair	and	
reasonable protocols around intrusive national security and public  
interest laws, they could serve as exemplars for the resolution of other  
tech	differences	and	the	establishment	of	a	broader	set	of	rules	 
acceptable	to	both.

Managed decoupling must include preparation for tech separation that 
stops	short	of	Balkanisation,	which	is	in	no	one’s	interest.	Some	differences	
between the US and China are so fundamental that it won’t be easy to 
forge	agreement	on	new	rules	of	the	road.	The	internet	is	a	prime	example.	
The US and other democracies must do everything possible to preserve 
as	much	openness	and	self-regulation	as	possible.	That	openness	is	being	
lost	as	authoritarian	states	impede	and	block	the	free	flow	of	information	
in their own countries while exploiting the system’s openness to weaken 
democracies.225 However, an excessively rigid or absolutist approach would 
make it impossible to reach workable compromises with China and other 
authoritarian states on the future internet, all but guaranteeing  
its	Balkanisation.

There seems little chance that an agreement can be reached on 5G standards 
that will satisfy the security needs of both the US and other democratic 
nations	and	China’s	desire	for	surveillance	and	control.	The	5G	standard	
proposed	by	China	has	undergone	so	many	revisions	it	no	longer	offers	the	
kind	of	security	that	commercial	enterprises	and	private	citizens	require.	It	
would be more realistic to expect a bifurcated 5G (and 6G) environment, 
much the same as the Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)/Global System 
for	Mobiles	(GSM)	dichotomy	of	ten	years	ago.

Even in democracies, the internet is no longer as open as its founders 
envisaged	for	good	reason.	Children	must	be	protected	from	paedophiles,	
companies from cyber hacking and citizens from online terrorist recruitment 
and	intrusions	into	their	privacy.	There	must	be	a	balance	between	openness,	
regulation	and	privacy.	Otherwise,	we	all	face	a	grim	future.	American	
cryptographer and privacy specialist, Bruce Schneier, foresees a world in 
which technology “is being used to control what we see, what we can do, 
and,	ultimately,	what	we	say.	It	makes	us	less	safe.	It	makes	us	less	free.” 226  
While others are more optimistic, there is little doubt that netizens are 
beginning to lose trust in an internet that once seemed synonymous with 
freedom	of	expression,	engagement	and	the	search	for	unalloyed	knowledge.	
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Big	tech	and	dictatorships	are	both	complicit.	The	reality	is	that	the	internet	
can	threaten	as	well	as	enrich	lives.

To guard against cyber-attacks, protect commercial IP, reverse the steady 
erosion of privacy and prevent the misuse of data, enforceable rules are 
essential underpinned by two guiding principles: accountability and a light 
regulatory	touch.	Europe’s	General	Data	Protection	Regulation	is	probably	
the	world’s	best	practice	domestically.	The	GDPR	is	the	closest	a	regulatory	
regime has come to an acceptable balance between openness, privacy and 
government	control.	It	should	be	emulated	and	extended	internationally	to	
help	lessen	differences	between	democracies	and	authoritarian	states	over	
the	principles,	rules	and	norms	of	cyber	and	tech	governance.	The	long-term	
challenge will lie in the competitive advantage achieved by states like China – 
that routinely collect and analyse large amounts of data with little regard for 
privacy	–	over	states	that	implement	GDPR-like	frameworks.

Recommendation 7: Integrate economic and security policy

Governments and large international institutions are often too siloed in their 
thinking	and	approach	to	develop	effective	responses	to	contemporary	
security	problems.	The	risk	that	US-China	rivalry	could	trigger	a	second	Cold	
War has been dismissed, or poorly appreciated, because the analytical lenses 
applied were developed for the analogue world of the 20th	century.	They	
need to be recalibrated for the digital world of the 21st century in which trade, 
technology	and	geopolitics	are	treated	as	intertwined	elements	of	a	fluid,	
coupled	global	ecosystem.

Departments	of	trade,	finance	and	defence	as	well	as	leading	international	
institutions	like	the	United	Nations,	World	Bank,	International	Monetary	
Fund and the WTO were established in, and for, a world that has irrevocably 
changed.	Their	outmoded	structures	and	ingrained	cultures	constrain	them	
from	thinking	holistically	and	ill-equip	them	to	deal	with	the	interconnected,	
multi-sectoral	problems	of	today.

Economists, technologists and strategists must learn to work more 
closely with each other and bring their skills, disciplinary knowledge and 
perspectives	together	in	a	shared	approach	to	problem	solving.	Fundamental	
institutional reform is a generational challenge and beyond the scope of 
this	report.	However,	there	are	some	practical	steps	that	could	be	taken	to	
improve the capacity of governments and international institutions to better 
understand the dynamics of the rivalry between the US and China and think 
more	broadly	about	risk	mitigation.

Governments should be encouraged to create economic security divisions 
or groups in their key ministries and to put economics and trade at the 
heart	of	national	security	policy,	emulating	Japan’s	decision	to	create	an	
economic	group	in	the	National	Security	Secretariat	of	the	Prime	Minister’s	
Department.227	New	epistemic	networks	of	think	tanks	—	including	influential	
US	and	Chinese	think	tanks	—		should	be	established	to	deepen	and	cross-
fertilise	ideas	for	reducing	trade,	technology	and	geopolitical	frictions.	
US-China business groups and security communities must build awareness 
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Governments and global 
institutions need to 
recognise that trade, 
technology and geopolitics 
are	inseparable	and	require	
holistic policy approaches, 
just as China has  
always	done.
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of each other’s concerns, interests and thinking, in order to build a powerful 
business-security	partnership	to	create	a	wider	constituency	for	change.	
Innovative	university	and	higher	education	curricula	that	offer	a	blend	of	
business, economic, technology and international relations courses could be 
designed to train and nurture a new generation of analysts and policymakers 
who	can	think	across	disciplinary	boundaries.
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